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5.11 General introduction * 
Thee building of process models is done for various reasons. In the situation of batch 

processs monitoring the aim of the model is to describe the process under normal 

operatingg conditions. Next, new batches are fitted to this model and the model fit is 

usedd as a measure how well the new batches behaves according to normal operating 

conditions s 

Thee model choice is not univocal; there arc many options to describe a 

process.. With respect to the model choice there are two extremes possible. The first is 

aa mechanistic model based on first principles such as process kinetics or energy 

balances.. These models are sometimes called hard or white models. The second is a 

dataa driven approach such as neural nets or PCA. These models are sometimes called 

softt or black models. Each of these models has advantages and disadvantages. A short 

overvieww is given in Figure 65. 

Hardd model s 

Firs tt  principle s 

PDE,, ODE 
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Greyy Models: Idea 

Greyy model s 

Externa ll  informatio n 
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Figuree 65 
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Whitee models are characterised by their fundamental insight and adaptive nature. 

Furthermore,, the models can be extrapolated. A disadvantage is that the models do 

nott always have a good fit and do not model batch-to-batch differences. The black 

modelss are characterised by their high fit and ability to model batch-to-batch 

differences.. A disadvantage of the black models is that the models are hardly adaptive 

andd cannot easily be extrapolated. Furthermore, the models give a poor fundamental 

insight. . 

Thee idea of grey (hybrid) models is to combine both black and white models 

too have the advantages of both models. That is, the ability to model the batch-to-

batchh differences with a model that has a good data fit and a good model 

interpretation. . 

Thiss chapter consists of three sections. The first section introduces the 

conceptss of incorporating external process information in order to improve the 

performancee of batch process models for statistical batch process monitoring. I t is 

explainedd how two types of external process information can be distinguished and 

howw these can be incorporated into the batch process models. Finally, a small example 

iss given of how a grey model is used to monitor a biochemical reaction. 

Thee second section describes the construction of a grey model of an 

industriall  batch process, which is monitored on-line with NIR spectroscopy. I t is 

shownn how external process information is collected and how this is used to construct 

aa grey model. Next, the grey model is used to follow the behaviour of the batch 

processs and compared with other approaches to monitor the batch behaviour. 

Thee third section gives a full strategy for statistical batch process monitoring 

usingg grey models. Two types of grey models are introduced and the derivation of 

thesee models is explained in detail. The two models are used for statistical batch 

processs monitoring and their performance is validated. The section concludes with a 

summaryy of the differences and similarities between the models and recomedations 

forr use in practice are given. 
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5.22 Improved monitoring of batch 

processess by incorporating external 

information* * 

5.2.11 SUMMARY 

Inn this Section an overview is given of statistical process monitoring with the 

emphasiss on batch processes and the possible steps to take for improving this by 

incorporatingg external information. First, the general concept of statistical process 

monitoringg of batches is explained. This concept has already been shown to be 

successfull  according to the number of references to industrial applications. 

Incorporatingg external information can enhance the performance of statistical process 

monitoringg of batch processes. Two types of external information can be 

distinguished:: batch-run specific and process specific information. Various examples 

off  both types of external information are given. Several ideas of how to incorporate 

thee external information in model development are discussed. The concept of 

incorporatingg process specific information is highlighted by an example of a grey 

model.. This model is applied to a biochemical batch process that is spectroscopically 

monitored. . 

5.2.22 INTRODUCTION 

Inn the field of process analysis, process monitoring and process control, a common 

aimm is the building of models that describe the nature or sources of variation in time. 

Thee choice of model to use depends not only upon the particular purpose of the 

modell  {e.g. data exploration, optimization, monitoring and process control), but also 

uponn the type of process itself. One option is to apply first-principle engineering 

knowledgee such as mass/energy balances, reaction kinetics and stoichiometrics etc. 

However,, a full first-principle model is usually not available, either because the 

complexityy of most industrial processes, or the time and expense required, prevent the 

*EVS*EVS in: H-j. Ramaker, E.N.M, van Sprang S.P. Gurden, J A. Westerbuis and A.K. Smilde, Improved monitoring of batch 

processesprocesses by incorporating external information, Journal of Process Control 12, pp. 569-576 (2002). 
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developmentt of such a model. For example, a biochemical process such as the 

productionn of antibiotics is far too complex to be described by a physicochemical 

model. . 

Ann alternative approach is to apply empirical models, based on subspace 

methodss such as principal component analysis (PCA), to the measured data. These 

methodss are well understood and widely used in the field of process analysis. 

Automationn of modern process plants increases the potential of these data driven 

approaches.. Chemical reactors are typically equipped with various process analyzers 

suchh as temperature, pressure and mass-flow sensors. Data from these sensors are 

continuouslyy stored in databases by fully automated systems. Therefore, enormous 

amountss of historical data are available. Subspace methods are able to make the data 

moree comprehensible by describing it in terms of factors (principal components) 

representingg the main multivariate trends underlying the data. The models are purely 

dataa driven, and the factors are identified solely in terms of describing maximum 

variancee in the data. They are not necessarily easily interpretable as to their underlying 

physicochemicall  cause. For example, principal components are usually constrained to 

bee orthogonal, although there is no reason to believe this is true of the actual sources 

off  variation in the process. Empirical models can, thus, be limited in their use in 

furtherr understanding of the process through model interpretation. Furdiermore, they 

havee rather poor extrapolation properties, being data driven. 

AA third way is to combine the two approaches, i.e. incorporate additional 

informationn into empirical models of the process data. Although only partial 

informationn about the physicochemical nature of the process may be known, this 

shouldd not be ignored, but can very well be used in combination with an empirical 

modell  so as to provide as full a model of the process as possible. Some advantages of 

thiss approach are discussed later, but it can be said here that in a recent discussion of 

statisticall  process control. W.H. Woodall [48] noted that the incorporation of external 

informationn may help to improve process 'understanding, modeling and reducing 

variabilityy over time', as well as narrowing the gap between the industrial engineers 

(whoo usually prefer first-principle models) and academic statisticians (who tend 

towardss the use of empirical models which describe the data well). 

Thee processes considered in this thesis are batch processes, aluhough the 

methodologyy is equally applicable to continuous processes and, indeed, chemical 
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processs modeling in general. Furthermore, the main focus is on modeling with the 

aimm of statistical process monitoring, although again die methodology discussed is 

alsoo suitable for other goals. 

Manyy chemical, pharmaceutical and food products are made in batch 

processes.. Batch processes are characterized by finite duration, non-steady-state 

behavior,, high conversions and, most importantly, the recipe-driven approach. 

Monitoringg the behavior of such batch processes is important for process 

optimization,, meeting specification limits and safety. Pioneering work in the area, 

calledd batch process monitoring has been done by Nomikos and MacGregor (P. 

Nomikoss & J.F. MacGregor [6]) has been successfully applied to real processes on 

severall  occasions (K.A. Kosanovich et al. [7], D. Neogi & C.E. Schlags [44], A.A. 

Tatess et al. [2]). 

Thee goal of this section is to classify different types of external information, and to 

describee how this information is used to improve the monitoring of batch processes. 

5.2.33 ADVANTAGES OF INCORPORATING EXTERNAL 
INFORMATION N 
Thee goals of batch process monitoring are threefold: 

i)) Detecting abnormal variation 

ii)) Locating in which group of variables of the process the abnormal variation 

occurred, , 

iii )) Finding and solving the cause(s) of the abnormal variation. 

Thee idea of using external information is that with respect to at least one of the three 

goalss of batch process monitoring, better results are obtained. Hence, either the 

detectionn capability is improved and/or the diagnostic capabilities (locating and 

findingg the causes for the fault) are improved. To some extent this idea has already 

beenn proven to be valid. This is discussed later. 

5.2.44 TYPES OF EXTERNAL INFORMATION 

Theree are different types of external information. Two categories of external 

informationn can be distinguished: batch-run specific information and process specific 

information.. These two categories will be discussed in the following sections. 
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5.2.4.11 Batch-run specific informatio n 

Batch-runn specific information can be knowledge or additional measurements 

associatedd with individual batch-runs. A clear example of such information is the 

productt quality. Each batch-run leads to a product whith a (unique) specific quality. 

Preferablyy the quality of all batches would be exactly equal, but in practice this is not 

thee case. So the quality measurement of the product gives additional information on 

howw the batch was run. Anodier example of batch-run specific information is the 

qualityy of the feed that is used at the start of the batch-run. Consider for example a fat 

hardeningg process where the feed consists of soybeans. Due to changes in the origin 

off  the beans and the time of year, the product quality may change significantly. 

Additionall  batch-run specific information can range from a simple list of me different 

countriess from which the beans were obtained to a GC analysis of the triglycerides in 

thee beans. Other examples of batch-run specific information are: 

ReactorReactor conditions: The aging of a catalyst or the initial charging of the reactor with 

thee feed. 

CleaningCleaning of the reactor. After completion of a batch the reactor is often cleaned. If 

impuritiess remain, cross-contamination can cause problems. The cleaning history 

cann be of particular interest in such a case. 

ReactorReactor number. A recipe can be used for multiple reactors. Each separate reactor 

mayy have its own characteristics due to (un) known causes. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental conditions: Seasonal influences may affect important reaction 

conditionss such as ambient-temperature, humidity etc. 

UpstreamUpstream conditions: In some cases, the feedstocks used are the result of a previous 

chemicall  process with its own variability. Knowledge of this upstream process can 

bee incorporated. Conditions of prior storage can influence the properties of 

reactantss or additives. For example, the additives needed to perform the reaction 

aree stored in a tank or a cold store. 

BatchBatch duration: The duration of a batch should be the same for each batch-run due 

too the recipe-driven approach. Sometimes this is not the case. 
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5.2.4.22 Process specific informatio n 

Processs specific information relates to the nature and sources of information within 

thee process itself. This means that although each batch-run may be slightly different 

fromm the nominal average batch-run, the underlying physicochemical causes 

influencingg each batch are the same for a given process. An example of process 

specificc information may be a set of ordinary differential equations describing the 

relationshipp between temperature and pressure. These equations should be applicable 

too each batch-run for a given process in a given reactor. Another example would be 

wheree the kinetics and/or the stoichiometrics for one or more of the reactions 

occurringg within the reactor are known. Again, this information wil l apply to each 

batch-run,, although the exact value of kinetic rate constants may vary slightly from 

batchh to batch. More examples could be: 

DosingDosing profiles: For a fed batch reaction, additives are supplied according to a 

recipe.. The exact time of addition can be of interest in such batches. 

TheThe ideal trajectories of process variables: Since batch processes are recipe driven, the 

ideall  trajectories should be the same for each batch-run. Such ideal trajectories 

mightt be known from theory and process data can be expressed as deviations 

fromm these ideal trajectories. 

ProcessProcess stager. Some batch processes are carried out in multiple stages e.g. after a 

specificc time the reactor is depressurized. 

GroupingGrouping of process variables: Highly correlated variables such as a number of 

temperaturess in one reactor or wavenumbers in spectra can be grouped together 

andd scaled appropriately. 

InstrumentalInstrumental characteristics: Sometimes characteristics such as accuracy and reliability 

aree available. 

A.bsorbanceA.bsorbance spectra of pure components: In case of on-line spectroscopic monitoring, 

thee absorbance spectra of pure components are often known and can be 

incorporatedd as a source of external information. 

I tt is important to distinguish between these two types of external information because 

thee methods to incorporate such information in batch process monitoring methods 

differr between the two categories. 
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5.2.55 METHODS TO INCORPORATE BATCH-RUN SPECIFIC 

INFORMATION N 
Thee way of using the additional batch-run specific information depends on the type of 

information.. If the information available is influenced by the batch-run, such as the 

productt quality, then the arrangement of data depicted in Figure 66 can be used. In 

Figuree 66, the process measurements of the first batch-run are collected in the first 

horizontall  slab of X- The corresponding product quality measurements are collected 

inn the first row of Y. There are different ways to deal with this data structure. One of 

thee ways is to rearrange the three-way array X to a two-way array X and use a PLS 

regressionn model to build a relationship between X and Y (P. Nomikos & J.F. 

MacGregorr [73], T. Kourti et al. [74]). An alternative route is to leave the three-way 

arrayy X intact and build directly a regression model between X and Y using multiway 

regressionn (R. Boqué & A.K. Smilde [32], R. Bro [75]). Both mentioned alternatives 

havee the property that the empirical model of X is steered towards describing 

directionss of variation important for product quality. 

Apartt from being able to predict 

productt quality for an ongoing 

batch-run,, this sometimes 

amountss in better detection and 

diagnosiss of abnormal behavior 

(R.. Boqué & A.K. Smilde [32]). 

Theree is also a 

disadvantagee in this approach. 

Processs variables which might not 

bee of direct importance for the 

productt quality tend to get less 

weightt in the model of X. Therefore, abnormal variation in such process variables that 

mayy cause a process disturbance, might not be detected. In order to overcome this 

problem,, a different type of PLS model could be built that also describes the variation 

inn X that is not relevant for the product quality. This could be arranged by using an 

orthogonall  signal correction approach. Orthogonal signal correction (OSC), (S. Wold 

ett al. [76]) removes information from X that is uncorrelated with the product quality 

Y.. After the removal, a PLS model is built between the remainder of X and Y. In a 

Productt qua! it 

Figuree 66 
ArrangementArrangement of batch process data for which the product 

qualityquality is known. 
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monitoringg scheme, the OSC components as well as the PLS components can be 

used.. In this way, there is a split between the variation in X that is relevant for Y and a 

partt that is not relevant for Y. If both parts are monitored separately, this reveals 

additionall  information in case of an out-of-control situation. It can be determined 

whetherr the process upset affects the product quality or whether it does not. Such 

informationn might be valuable for deciding whether the process should be stopped. 

Furthermoree it might be helpful in fault diagnosis since some types of disturbances 

wil ll  affect the product quality and others wil l not. 

Iff  additional batch-run specific information is available before the batch-run 

iss started such as the feed quality, up-stream information or information on the 

historyy of the autoclave, this may be used to set specific parameters at the start of the 

batch-run.. Also this information can be used to give an early prediction of the 

productt quality that might be produced. It is possible to build monitoring charts based 

onlyy on this external information. When such a chart alarms, it is better not to start 

thee batch-run. 

Forr on-line process monitoring of the batch-run, information on the feed can be used 

inn the following arrangement according to Figure 67: 

Inn this figure, measurements 

off  the feed quality of the first 

batchh are collected in the first 

roww of Z, and these 
KK j 

measurementss correspond to 

thee measurements of the first 

batchh obtained during the 
Feedstockk Scores Pioccssdata 

Figuree 67 batch-run. A multiblock 
ArrangementArrangement of batch process data for which feedstock component model is built in 

propertiesproperties are known.  ̂ c a s e. The final 

componentss T are weighted averages of the principal components of the additional 

informationn (Z) and of the principal components of the batch process measurements 

(X).. In the monitoring phase both types of information are used to decide whether 

thee batch is in-control. In case of an out-of-control situation, the model can be 

interrogatedd and may reveal information as to whether the process upset was mainly 

X X 
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causedd by a feed of inferior quality or because during the batch-run a disturbance was 

presentt or a combination of both. 

Againn there exist different alternatives to deal with the data structure as 

presentedd above. One alternative is to rearrange X into a two-way array and apply 

two-wayy multiblock models such as consensus PCA (S. Wold et al. [77]). Another 

routee is to leave the multiway array X intact and apply a multiway multiblock 

componentt model directly to the data (A.K. Smilde et al. [78]). 

I ff  both types of batch-run specific information are available, e.g. product 

qualityy and up-stream information, than the arrangement can be extended to a 

multiblockk regression model according to Figure 68: 

ZZ T 

Inn this way the final components T 

aree weighted averages of the 

componentss of die additional 

informationn and of die components 

off  die batch process measurements, 

butt they are steered towards 

describingg directions of variation 

importantt for product quality. This 

givess the same advantages as 

describedd above when only die Figure 68 

productt quality Y was available as Arrangement of batch process data if feedstock 
additionall  information. Again there properties and product quality are known. 

aree different methods to deal with such an arrangement (J.F. MacGregor et al. [79], 

A.K.. Smilde et al. [78], J.A. Westerhuis et al. [80]). 

Neww methods are in the process of being developed that use the batch-run 

specificc information that is known before the batch-run is started to set process 

parameterss to specific values. E.g. for a certain type of feed it might be necessary to 

usee higher temperatures during the run or extend the duration of the run. 

Furthermore,, it can be predicted whether low quality feed can still be processed to in-

specc products with the extra effort during the process. This wil l lead to different limits 

onn the feed specifications, and maybe feed of lower quality can be used, which is of 

coursee economically beneficial. 
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Summarizing,, some methods already exist to incorporate certain types of 

additionall  batch-run specific information. These methods may produce models that 

aree better in detecting special variation in the process or that are better in diagnosing 

thee cause or specific process disturbances. Other methods are still being developed 

andd more research and experience is necessary7. 

5.2.66 METHODS TO INCORPORATE PROCESS SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION N 
Incorporatingg process specific information in empirical models can be done in several 

ways.. Some examples of how to incorporate process specific external information 

follow. . 

5.2.77 DATA PREPROCESSING AND WEIGHTING 
Availablee first-principles engineering knowledge can be used to derive new variables 

basedd on those already measured. Just as the use of logarithmic transforms can 

sometimess help remove non-linearity inherent in the data, these new variables can be 

usedd to provide data that are better conditioned for empirical linear models. Another 

possibilityy lies in die use of weighted least-squares algorithms as an alternative to 

'blind'' scaling whereby each variable is simply divided by its standard deviation. To 

estimatee parameters in an empirical model of X, a least-squares optimization is often 

used.. Different weights can be given to different process variables based on the 

signal-to-noisee ratio of each measurement, with noisy measurements being given a low 

weight.. In a similar way, the use of appropriate data preprocessing can also be used to 

incorporatee process specific information about the noise levels of the process 

measurementss into the model, by scaling down noisy variables. Finally, if it is known 

thatt the process variables fall into known groups, for example a set of 1001 spectral 

absorbancess at different wavelengths and two temperature measurements, it is 

sensiblee to block the variables in two groups and to scale each group separately so as 

too give each measurement block appropriate significance. 

5.2.88 GREY MODELS 
Hybridd or semi-mechanistic models, as described in the engineering literature (D.C. 

Psichogioss & L.H. Ungar [81], MX . Thompson & M.A. Kramer [82], R. Simutis et al. 

[83],, H.A.B.T. Braake et al. [84], P.M. Bender & S.Y. Lee [85]), combine two different 
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typess of models, typically by fitting a first-principles model to me data and then using 

ann empirical model to fit any remaining systematic variation not already fitted. An 

examplee would be tiie use of a first-principles model to describe the molecular weight 

distributionn during polymer production and then applying a neural network to the 

residualss to account for further systematic, but non-ideal, behaviour. The advantage of 

thiss approach is mat it is possible to combine models with totally different 

characteristics,, for example the hard model may be linear and the empirical model 

non-linear.. Furthermore, it is possible to discover to what extent die measured data 

correspondss to the proposed hard model of the process. A disadvantage of the hybrid 

modellingg approach is that the sequential nature of die fitting {i.e. hard model 

followedd by soft model) means that the overall fit is not necessary optimal in a least-

squaress sense, although an iterative fitting procedure could be envisaged. 

Anotherr way of applying first-principles models is known as data reconciliation. This 

techniquee adjusts the measured data, which contains random and systematic errors, so 

ass to conform to known mechanistic models such as mass and energy balances (CM. 

Crowee [86], H.W. Tong & CM. Crowe [87]). 

Inn the psychometrics and chemometrics literature, some attention has been 

paidd to constrained least-squares models, whereby the model parameters are restricted 

too reflect the underlying physicochemistry of a process. For example, if it is known 

thatt a concentration profile to be estimated should be non-negative and/or unimodal, 

thenn the model parameters can be constrained appropriately (A. de Juan et al. [88], R. 

Broo & S. De Jong [89]). An extension of this approach to batch process data has been 

calledd grey modelling. 

Greyy models are hybrid models in that a fundamental part is combined with 

ann empirical part. The white part of the model is constrained to fit known external 

processs information ('Known causes'). The black part of the model is unconstrained 

andd fits furdier systematic variation, which is not explained by die white part 

('Unknownn causes'). Together, die white and black parts form the grey model, as 

shownn in Figure 69. 
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Unsystematicc variation in 

thee data is not modelled 

andd forms the residuals. 

Unlikee the hybrid model 

GREYY  MODEL described above, grey 

Figuree 69 models can be estimated 

GreyGrey models, for explanation, see text. as a single least squares 

optimisationn function for which multiple constraints of a various nature are applied 

accordingg the external process specific information available. The advantage here is 

thatt the model parameters are calculated simultaneously, which can be shown to be 

beneficiall  in isolating the white and black sources of variation (S.P. Gurden et al. [90]). 

Forr batch process data, the combination of grey and three-way models is found to be 

particularlyy useful because of the ease with which external information about each of 

thee modes of the three-way array (e.g. batch number, process variable or wavelength, 

time)) can be incorporated. 

5.2.8.11 Grey model example 

Ass an example, consider the two-step consecutive reaction, 

wheree ki and kz are pH dependent. This reaction is monitored using UV-Vi s 

spectroscopy,, with only A, C and D being spcctroscopically active (S. Bijlsma et al. 

[91]).. If a series of batch runs are measured then a three-way array of spectroscopic 

dataa is produced: X (batch number X wavelength X time). In building a model of the 

measuredd data, three pieces of external information are used to form the white part of 

thee model: (i) the pure spectra of A and D are known; (ii) the kinetic scheme 

(althoughh not the rate constants) are known; (iii ) the Beer-Lambert law of linear 

additivityy is applicable. These pieces of information were incorporated into the model 

too form the white part, which now reflects to what extent each individual batch-run 

obeyss the kinetics and spectra for this process. Using this approach, it was also 

possiblee to estimate the pure spectrum of the intermediate compound, C, and the 

actuall  values of the rate constants k\ and ki for the two reactions. Two black model 

componentss were necessary to describe other sources of variation, in this case 
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changess in k\ due to temperature or pH fluctuation and a 'spike' which was an artifact 

off die spectrometer. A more detailed treatment of diis example is given elsewhere 

(S.P.. Gurden et al. [90]). 

Thee grey model can be used for post-batch analysis as well as for on-line 

monitoringg of a running batch (J.A. Westerhuis et al. [46]). An example of mis is 

shownn in Figure 70, where it is clear that a fault occurs after 26 minutes in a new 

batch.. This agrees with reality because in this batch the pH was deliberately changed 

slightlyy after 26 minutes and the reaction is pH sensitive. 

-7 7 

-8 8 

00 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Figuree 70 

On-lineOn-line use oj a grey model. After 26 minutes the SPE breaks the 95% (dotted line) and the 99% 
(solid(solid line) control limits. 

Summarizing,, there are some methods available in data analysis to deal with 

incorporatingg process specific information. The potential of these mediods is not fully 

exploredd yet. 

5.2.99 CONCLUSIONS 
Itt is shown that external information related to batch processes is readily available in 

practice.. This external information can be divided into two groups: batch-run specific 

andd process specific information. The examples shown for both types of external 

informationn are just a grab from all possible sources of external information. Different 

methodss are in the process of development to improve batch process monitoring by 

incorporatingg external information. The potential of these methods to incorporate 

externall information is not yet fully explored. Therefore more applications are needed 

inn order to develop die methods to their full capability. 
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5.33 N I R Spectroscopic monitoring of a 

seriess of industrial batch processes using a 

bilinearr grey model* 

5.3.11 SUMMARY 
AA good process understanding is the foundation for process optimisation, process 

monitoring,, end-point detection and estimation of the end product quality. 

Performingg good process measurements and the construction of process models wil l 

contributee to a better process understanding. To improve the process knowledge it is 

commonn to built process models. These models are often based on first principles 

suchh as kinetic rates or mass balances. This type of models is also known as hard or 

whitee models. White models are characterised by being generally applicable but often 

havingg only a reasonable fit to real process data. Other commonly used types of 

modelss are empirical or black-box models such as regression and neural nets. Black-

boxx models are characterised by having a good data fit but lacking a chemical 

meaningfull  model interpretation. 

Alternativee models are grey models, which are combinations of white models 

andd black models. The aim of a grey model is to combine the advantages of both 

black-boxx models and white models. In a qualitative case study of monitoring 

industriall  batches using NIR spectroscopy, it is shown that grey models are a good 

tooll  for detecting batch-to-batch variations and an excellent tool for process diagnosis 

comparedd to common spectroscopic monitoring tools. 

5.3.22 INTRODUCTION 
Too achieve consistent end product quality in industrial batch processes, it is required 

too have a consistent batch process operation. Therefore, batch processes are carried 

outt according to a predefined recipe in which reactants are added with a specific flow 

ratee or in certain volumes at specific times. Moreover, process parameters such as 

dosingg rates, temperatures, chilling water, flow rates etc. give the input parameters for 

*li*li  I 'S in: E.N.A1. fan Sprang, H.-J. Ramaker, JJ{. Westerhuis, S.P. Garden, D. Wienke and A.K. Smilde, Near Infrared 

spectroscopicspectroscopic monitoring of a series of industrial batch processes using a bilinear grey model, journal of Applied Spectroscopy 57 pp. 1007-

10191019 (2003). 
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industriall process control and process performance monitoring. The traditionally 

measuredd variables give an insight into the thermo- and hydrodynamic properties of 

thee system, but not directly into specific chemical compounds. By applying 

spectroscopyy directly to the full-scale process as another measurement, chemical 

informationn is added to the process operation. These spectra may contain information 

aboutt (i) the nature of the spectroscopically active compounds present in the reactor, 

(Ü)) the changes in concentration of these compounds during the batch run and (iii) the 

physicall changes (temperature, particle si2e distribution) of the reaction mixture. This 

providess a new opportunity for process understanding, monitoring and control at a 

levell previously not possible with standard temperatures and pressures: process 

analysiss at a chemical level. Common examples of successful applications of on-line 

spectroscopyy in the process industries are the on-line analysis of alkane gas mixtures 

(H.F.M.. Boelens et al. [92]), the on-line analyses of the blend homogenity (S.S. Sekulic 

ett al. [93]), end-point detection (H.W. Ward, II et al. [94]), the characterisation of 

batchh reactions (P.J. Gemperline et al. [34]) and the statistical monitoring of batch 

processess (J.A. Westerhuis et al. [46], R. de Maesschalck et al. [95]). 

Inn the field of spectroscopy, the use of empirical modelling techniques such 

ass Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Multivariate Linear Regression (MLR) or 

Projectionn to Latent Structures (PLS) are common tools to achieve the desired 

purposess such as process monitoring or end product quality prediction. These tools 

generatee empirical or black box models. Such models fit the data properly, but cannot 

bee generalised to different situations and do not always generate process insight. 

Whitee models (models based on first principles), on the other hand, do provide 

insightt and are more general. However, white models do not fit the process data that 

well,, and are not able to explain batch-to-batch differences. 

Greyy (hybrid) models try to combine die advantages of black and white 

models.. A special advantage of grey models is the ability to include known external 

information,, e.g. fundamental knowledge of the process at laboratory scale. The grey 

modell fits the process data using the external information as constraints on the model 

parameters.. In this way fundamental knowledge and empirical models are combined. 

Thee combination of external process information with empirical models has shown 

manyy successful applications. Examples are: estimating the kinetic constants from 
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spectroscopicc measurements (S. Bijlsma et al. [66]), exploring for unknown kinetic 

mechanismss (E. Furusjö et al. [96]), obtaining an improved process understanding 

(S.P.. Gurden et al. [90]) and curve resolution (E.A. Sylvestre et al. [97], R. Tauler & D. 

Barceloo [98]). For a more detailed discussion of grey models, see S.P. Gurden et al. 

[90]. . 

Thee aim of this study is twofold: First, to show how a grey model is 

constructedd using in-line industrial NIR spectroscopic measurements from production 

batches.. Second, to give a qualitative performance of the grey model compared to 

commonlyy used spectroscopic-tools in testing of the batch-to batch consistency. 

5.3.33 THEORY 
5.3.3.11 Structur e of the in-lin e spectroscopic batch wise N I R data 

I tt is assumed that the Lambert-Beer law holds, that is, there is a linear additive 

contributionn of the R pure chemical compounds to the response spectra. For a single 

batchh run, this is given by 

XX  = ^ c r s ^ + E = C ST + E ( 63 ) 

wheree X (/ x j ) are the measured spectra of / subsequent time intervals at J 

wavelengths,, c, (/ x 1) is a vector consisting of the concentration profile for 

compoundd rand s, (ƒ x 1) is the corresponding normalized pure compound spectrum. 

Thee matrix E consists of unsystematic variation such as noise. 

TT Visualisation of process spectra 

Measuredd process spectra contain a large amount of chemical information about the 

process.. However, extracting tJiis information is sometimes difficul t since an overload 

off  process spectra is easily obtained due to the nature of the technique. There are 

severall  possibilities for extracting the relevant chemical information from die spectra. 

Somee of these are discussed in the following. 
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WavelengthWavelength tracking 

AA simple way of looking at time resolved process NIR spectra is to use prior process 

informationn such as the knowledge of die major compounds present in the reaction, 

alongg with knowledge of the pure spectra of these compounds which may be found in 

thee literature. Specific compound information relating to concentration changes is 

obtainedd by monitoring the response of a selective band corresponding to a chemical 

compoundd as a function of batch process time. However, with many types of 

spectroscopyy it is not always possible to monitor the compounds of interest 

individually,, since there is a lack of selectivity. NIR spectroscopy, for example, often 

consistss of broad and overlapping peaks, which means that each compound will 

probablyy not have a selective peak. Another disadvantage of this strategy, is that only 

aa small fraction of the available information present in the spectra is used, e.g. an 

unknownn interferent showing up in a particular batch run absorbing at a wavelength 

nott selected goes unnoticed. 

5.3.3.22 Range charts and change charts 

Too obtain a general idea about the evolution of an individual batch run given the 

measuredd spectra, process-monitoring charts such as range- or change charts can be 

usedd (F.A. DeThomas et al. [99]). The range chart (RC) shows the difference between 

twoo successive spectra in time, pair wise taken at each individual wavelength j and 

summarisedd over all/wavelengths. 

JJ 2 

RC/=X( xv-*/- i , )) ( 64 ) 
7=1 1 

wheree x,y is absorbance measured at the /-th step in time at wavelength j . 

Instantaneouss changes are captured by this control chart. 

Thee average change {AC) chart can be thought of as a moving average with a window 

off 2. That is, the average contribution of a window of two subsequent time intervals 

att wavelength^'is summed over/wavelengths. The average change chart is more likely 

too capture trends in the process since fast deviations are averaged out. The Ad is 

givenn as a function of time by: 
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JJ (x . +x. ) 

7=11 l 

Bothh charts present the evolution of the batch process by a single value in time, 

however,, the information presented is rather general since it does not provide a direct 

insightt into specific chemical compounds in the process. 

5.3.44 BLACK MODEL: PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) 
AA popular tool for analysing spectroscopic process data is principal component 

analysiss (PCA). PCA is an empirical method where the measured spectra X are 

decomposedd into three matrices: The score matrix T (7 x R), the loading matrix P {ƒ x 

R)) and the residual matrix E (7 x J), where R is the number of components. PCA 

solvess the following problem: 

m i n | | X - T PT | 22 ( 66 ) 
x pp ii ii  x ' 

withh the restrictions that TTT is diagonal and PT P equals I (identity). The score 

matrixx T captures the systematic variation in time. The loading matrix P captures 

systematicc information in the spectral direction and residual matrix E consists of 

unmodelledd variation. By plotting the scores as a function of time, the evolution of 

thee process can be followed. 

5.3.55 GREY MODEL 
Thee aim of a grey model is to have a process model from which the model parameters 

havee a direct chemical or physical meaning. This is achieved by incorporating known 

chemicall  or other process knowledge into an empirical model. In the present study 

thee empirical model is given by 

XX  = C B T + E ( 67 ) 

wheree X (7 x J) are the measured spectra with J wavelengths during 7 observations, C 

(77 x R) consists of the temporal profiles of the R chemical compounds and B (J x R) 

consistss of the spectral profiles. The unmodelled variation is given in matrix E (7 x J). 

Thee model given in equation 5 is a bilinear model. External process information may 
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bee available which has chemical or physical significance; e.g. non-negativity of 

concentrationn profiles. Sometimes, there is prior knowledge about the process kinetics 

orr pure compound spectra. 

Thee model of equation 67 also underlies curve resolution methods (W.H. 

Lawtonn & E.A. Sylvestre [100], R. Tauler et al. [101]). There are different ways to 

estimatee the parameters of equation 67 under restrictions. A versatile way of 

estimatingg is alternating least squares (R. Tauler et al. [101], R. Bro & S. De Jong [89]). 

Therefore,, the parameters of equation 67 are estimated using alternating least squares 

withh restrictions. 

Inn the present modelling problem, which is the modelling of a full-scale batch 

process,, the spectral data matrix X is decomposed into three matrices: one which 

summarisess the time invariant factors in the data (e.g. pure chemical compound 

spectra),, one which summarises the time variant factors in the data (e.g. concentration 

profiless of the chemical compounds) and one which represents the unmodelled 

variationn (C.E. Miller [102]). For the current modelling problem another common 

factorr is introduced: the scale invariant factor. The scale invariant factor has identical 

profiless for both the laboratory-scale process and the full-scale process. With this 

scalee invariant factor, it is possible to incorporate laboratory-scale knowledge into the 

full-scalee model. In the current modelling problem it is assumed that the time 

invariantt and the scale invariant factors are identical: they are the pure compound 

spectra. . 

Ass stated before, a grey model consists of a white (known) part and a black 

(unknown)) part. The white part of the model consists of the time invariant and scale 

invariantinvariant factors. Both factors are related to the pure compound spectra. The time 

variantvariant factors (the time-resolved profiles) are the black part of the model. 

5.3.66 EXPERIMENTAL 

5.3.6.11 Process description 

Thee process of making a urethane resin is a multi-stage feD-batch process. In this 

study,, only the first stage is of interest. The main reaction in the first stage is given by: 

OCN-R^-NCOOCN-R^-NCO + HO-Rz —*-> OCN-R^-NH-CO-O-r^ 
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wheree a di-isocyanate reacts with an alcohol to a urethane resin with an extra NCO-

groupp for further OH addition in subsequent steps. 

Thee operation of this first stage is divided into three steps. The first step, 

afterr cleaning and purging the tank with N2, the tank is filled with a di-isocyanate. In 

thee second step a second reactant (alcohol) is added drop-wise and the reaction starts. 

Thee third step is the part of the process where all the di-isocyanate has reacted and 

reactionn mixture is kept at a constant temperature. This process is a non-isothermal 

process,, it is operated according a predefined change in temperature. All reactants are 

addedd in precisely known stoichiometric ratios. Furthermore, it is known that a side 

reactionn occurs. The alcohol reacts with the urethane to an undesired side product 

couplingg to the second NCO group. 

5.3.6.22 Instrumentatio n 

Thee full-scale process spectra are obtained using an in-line FOSS NIR SYSTEMS 

spectrometerr with a 2 nm resolution and a transflection probe with a 2 x 2 mm path 

lengthh in the range of 1100 nm to 2500 nm. The laboratory-scale compound spectra 

aree obtained using a Perkin-Elmer FT-NIR spectrometer with a 2 nm resolution and a 

22 mm path length in the range of 1200 nm to 2500 nm. 

5.3.6.33 Band assignment and band selection 

Fromm the literature, E.W. Crandall & N.J. Ashvin [107], it is known that the di-

isocyanatee (NCO ~ 1920 nm), the alcohol (OH ~ 1398 nm - 1421 nm) and the 

productt (NH —1485 nm — 1503 nm) are spectroscopically active in the near infrared 

rangee (1100 nm - 2500 nm). Furthermore, it is known that the monitored reaction is 

exothermall  and that a predefined temperature gradient exists. The functional groups 

presentt in the compounds are shape sensitive for temperature changes. This is not 

desiredd since the pure compound spectra are considered as time invariant factors. 

Thereforee a selection of spectral bands is made in such a way that the bands are not 

tooo much affected by temperature changes and consists of sufficient chemical process 

information. . 

Thee selected range is validated by laboratory experiments. That is, pure 

compoundd spectra of di-isocyanate and alcohol were measured at different 

temperatures.. Based on the observed changes in the measured spectra, a wavelength 
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selectionn was made compromising between temperature effects and chemical 

compoundd information. Figure 71 shows the second derivative spectra and the 

wavelengthh range selected for a single batch run. The circles highlight the wavelength 

rangess corresponding to the functional groups (NCO, OH and NH) in the system. 

xx 10" 

NH H 

1400 0 1500 0 1600 0 17000 1X00 
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20(H) ) 

Figuree 71 

TheThe 2"d derivative spectra of the selected wavelength range used for process 

5.3.6.44 Sampling 

AA total of 18 batches is available (N - 18). For every batch run n (n - 1.. N), the 

selected// wavelengths (see Figure 71) obtained at observation /are stacked in a matrix 

X„„ (I„  xj). Note that each batch run n has a different number of total sampled spectra 

I„.I„.  The collected spectra have a baseline offset, which is removed by the use of second 

derivativee spectra estimated using a Savitzky-Golay filter (A. Savitzky & M.J.E. Golay 

[103]). . 

Thee window size is determined by computing the second derivative using 

windowss with a different number of channels. Visual inspection showed that the best 

resultss were obtained using a window of 21 channels and a second-order polynomial. 
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5.3.77 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Thiss section is divided in two subsections. In the first subsection, the construction of 

thee grey model is discussed in detail. The second subsection presents and -discusses 

thee results of die qualitative monitoring performance of batch-to-batch consistency of 

diee approaches suggested previously. 

5.3.7.11 Construct ion of the grey model 

Thee first step in constructing a grey model is collecting the available (white) process 

knowledge.. With respect to the process knowledge, the following is known: in the 

firstfirst step, only di-isocyanate is present in the reactor. In the second step, alcohol is 

addedd and die reaction starts. The third step is a transition from the second step 

wheree all di-isocyanate and alcohol has reacted and only a mixture of the product and 

aa particular amount of die undesired side-product are present in die reactor. 

Withh the present knowledge, it is possible to obtain estimates of the pure di-

isocyanatee spectrum and the end mixture spectra under process conditions. The 

estimationss are done according to a selective window approach (M. Maeder [104]). 

Forr di-isocyanate, the spectra corresponding to the first step for all batch runs are 

collected.. These spectra correspond to di-isocyanate under process conditions. The 

collectedd spectra are stacked in a matrix. To assure diat only di-isocyanate is present in 

thee data, a rank analysis is performed. A rank one matrix is found. This suggests diat 

noo interferents are present and the average spectrum of the collected spectra can be 

usedd as die pure compound spectrum of di-isocyanate. To obtain the end mixture 

spectrum,, a similar procedure is followed. That is, a rank analysis is applied to data 

correspondingg to the diird step of the process. A rank one matrix is found implying 

thatt only one component is present in the data. Since end mixture spectra are used 

fromm different batch runs, it suggests that die ratio between the end product and 

undesiredd product is constant for die different batches. 

Att this point in the analysis, two estimated spectra are available: the pure 

spectrumm of di-isocyanate and the product mixture spectrum. Bodi estimates are 

basedd on process knowledge. The pure compound spectrum of die alcohol is 

unknownn from die process. However, this information can be obtained from 

laboratoryy experiments. In order to use laboratory-scale information, it is interesting 

too know whedier laboratory measurements correspond to measurements obtained 

fromm the full-scale process. Therefore, also spectral information of di-isocyanate is 
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obtainedd from laboratory measurements. This is shown in Figure 72. The spectrum of 

di-isocyanatee obtained under process conditions and the spectrum obtained under 

laboratoryy conditions are given in Figure 72a. The difference spectrum is given in 

Figuree 72b. There are only minor differences between the full-scale measurements and 

laboratoryy measurements implying the spectra to be reasonably scale invariant. 

Inn spite of the different measurement conditions such as a different probe, 

spectrometerr and path length, the spectra obtained are similar in shape. They differ in 

intensityy due to path length differences. These differences, however, are captured in 

thee concentration profiles. 

oat t 
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Figuree 72 
a)a) The normalised laboratory absorbance spectrum and the normalised full-scale absorbance 

spectrum. spectrum. 

b)b) The difference spectrum between the normalised laboratory absorbance spectrum and the 

normalisednormalised full-scale absorbance spectrum. 

Fromm the obtained results it seems reasonable to use the laboratory-scale spectrum of 

alcoholl in the grey model. 

5.3.7.22 Incorporatio n of external whit e informatio n int o the model 

Thee collected white knowledge discussed in the previous section is incorporated as 

constraintss into the bilinear model given in equation 68. This gives the following 

problemm to be solved: 

minn X —CB 
C,BB ii 

(( 68 ) 
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wheree B (J x R) represents the time and scale invariant factors (pure compound 

spectra)) and C (7 x R) the time variant factors (concentration profiles). Equation 68 is 

aa restricted least squares problem and is solved with B fully restricted to equal the 

puree compound spectra and non-negativity imposed on the C profiles (R. Bro & S. 

Dee Jong [89]). Moreover, having matrix B fully specified in the least squares algorithm 

wil ll  result in a unique solution for the model parameters as shown in Appendix A. 

5.3.7.33 Modell in g a single batch run 

Thee analysis starts with a single batch run under normal operating conditions (NOC), 

whichh is modelled using the grey model in equation 68. The total variation present in 

thee data X is represented as 100 % of the total sum-of-squares (SS). The performance 

off  the model is judged by the amount of explained variation of the total variation, and 

iss computed by: 

SSSS %: 
|CBT |. . 

100% % (( 69 ) 

Thee model captures 99.65 % of the total sum-of-squares of the measured process 

spectraa X. The compound profiles found for the relative concentrations are given in 

Figuree 73. The circles mark the time of the start of alcohol addition (Time =10) and 

thee end of alcohol addition (Time = 59), which corresponds with the process operator 

log. . 

di-isocyanatc c 

alcohol l 

urethane e 

Figuree 73 
TheThe concentration profiles obtained by the Grey model vs. time. 

TheThe circle marks the start and end of alcohol addition corresponding to the operator, 
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Thee estimated profiles give a clear view of the chemistry in the first stage of the 

process.. During the first stage only di-isocynate is present in the reactor. During 

additionn of the alcohol (Time - 10 -58), a decrease is observed for di-isocyanate and 

thee formation of die product is observed. The product is formed until all di-

isocyanatee has reacted (Time = 66). Furthermore, the middle graph of Figure 73 

showss the behaviour of the alcohol during the reaction. That is, the introduction of 

thee alcohol at Time = 10 and the stop of alcohol addition after Time = 58. The 

dosingg of the alcohol is an important procedure in the process. It is therefore 

satisfactoryy that the obtained alcohol profiles correspond to the process operator log. 

Furthermore,, it is expected that the observed profiles are influenced by addition of 

thee alcohol; they reflect not only pure chemistry but also the technological operation 

off the process. Hence, the concentration profiles are affected by: i) the process 

kinetics,, ii) dilution phenomena due to the addition of the alcohol, iii) volume 

expansionn due to increasing temperature, iv) diffusion and mixing phenomena, since 

thee probe is located at the bottom of the reactor, a small delay is expected in 

observingg new phenomena in the process. 

5.3.7.44 Mathematical model robustness 

Inn this subsection an impression is obtained about the influence of the spectral 

variationn on the resolved concentration profiles. It is important to realize that the 

robustnesss applies to the statistical variability of the model parameters. Rotational 

ambiguityy is not a problem, since the model parameters can be estimated uniquely (see 

above).. The estimations of the pure compound spectra are based on spectra collected 

fromm the 18 historical batch runs. From these, two spectral data sets were generated to 

estimatee the pure compound spectra. The first data set with di-isocyanate spectra and 

thee second data set with the product mixture spectra. By assuming that each individual 

spectrumm is an estimation of the pure compound spectrum, and using each spectrum 

ass a restriction in the grey model, a series of models is computed and an impression is 

obtainedd of the concentration profile variation caused by the estimation error in the 

di-isocynatee spectrum and product mixture spectrum. For this purpose, one batch is 

selectedd and is modelled repeatedly according to the following resampling procedure: 
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a)) The first individual di-isocyanate spectrum of the data set, together with die 

averagee end mixture spectrum and laborator)' measured alcohol spectrum is used 

too estimate the di-isocyanate profile in time. 

b)) Repeat step a) for the second individual spectrum of di-isocyanate. 

Stepp b) is repeated until all individual estimated pure di-isocynate spectra 

(300 in total) are used. 

Notee that this is a worst-case scenario because the profiles in the grey model are 

obtainedd using the average spectrum, which is always more stable than an individual 

spectrum. . 

AA similar procedure is used for the product mixture spectrum. The obtained 

concentrationn profiles are given in Figure 74a and Figure 74b. 

00 !0 20 JO 40 JO 60 10 
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Figuree 74 

a)a) The concentration profiles obtained by the model by resampling the di-isocyanate spectrum vs. time. 
b)b) The concentration profiles obtained by the model by resampling the end mixture spectrum vs. time. 
c)c) The modified second derivative spectra used for resampling the alcohol. 
d)d) The concentration profiles obtained by the model by resampling the end mixture spectrum vs 

time. time. 
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Figuree 74a shows that the variation present in the various di-isocyanate spectra 

influencess the di-isocyante concentration profiles in the start of the process. 

Furthermore,, it is shown that the time profiles of the alcohol and the product are not 

muchh influenced by deviations in the di-isocyanate spectrum. Figure 74b shows the 

timee profiles obtained for different end mixture spectra. From this it can be seen that 

variationn in the profiles caused by estimation variation in the end-mixture spectrum do 

nott influence the shape of the profile, only die intensity. 

Sincee die alcohol spectrum is obtained from laboratory measurements it is 

nott possible to do a variation analysis based on the sampled process spectra. 

Therefore,, a shape robustness test is performed. The influence of the change of shape 

off the spectrum on the time resolved profiles are studied. This test is performed by 

addingg peaks and by changing the shape of peaks in a realistic way thereby modifying 

thee shape of the alcohol spectrum. A total of ten alcohol spectra are constructed. The 

modifiedd second derivative spectra, used for modelling are given in Figure 74c. The 

mainn shape changes are made in the range of 1450 nm to 1550 nm, which represents 

thee (small) O H contribution in die spectrum (Figure 71). The time profiles of all 

compoundss found for the various modified alcohol spectra in the grey model are 

givenn in Figure 74d. Slightly modifying the alcohol spectrum gives a variation in 

intensityy of all profiles but not in the shape. Since the alcohol profile is similar for the 

differentt spectral disturbances, this suggests that the alcohol profile is mostly 

dominatedd by the large contribution in the range of 1560 nm to 1650 nm. 

Itt can be concluded that measurement variation present in the spectra does 

influencee the intensity of the resolved time profiles but the general shape of the 

profiless is consistent. 

5.3.7.55 Modellin g multipl e batch runs 

Thee grey model can also be used to model multiple batch runs at the same time. This 

iss done in the same manner as suggested by R. Tauler et al. [105]. The 18 batch runs 

aree stacked on top of each other with the selected spectral mode / a s a common factor 

forr all batch runs. This results in a new matrix XK,tai (Lota/ x J) where Itotal = } ƒ and /„ 

iss the number of measured spectra corresponding to batch run n. The matrix X,„w is 

modelledd according to: 
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X * w - C » w B ll  ( 70 ) 

wheree Clofelj (L0/«i x R) consists of the concentration profiles of the 18 batch runs. CMai 

iss estimated with B fixed and non-negativity constraints on dotal. The matrix C total is 

rearrangedd into C (I„  x R) for each batch run n. In this manner the differences and 

equalitiess of the batch runs become apparent. By specifying the model as above, equal 

concentrationn profiles are found as with the modelling of a single batch run. 

5.3.7.66 Estimating the unknown alcohol spectrum 

Thee grey model of equation 70 can also be used to estimate unknown compound 

spectra.. This is interesting since the alcohol spectrum under process conditions is 

unknown.. Obtaining a good estimating of the alcohol spectrum with the grey model is 

nott straightforward since the concentration of alcohol present in the reactor is 

relativelyy low compared to di-isocyanate and the product mixture. The low alcohol 

concentrationn makes it difficul t to estimate a reliable spectrum using the grey model, 

whichh is the reason why a laboratory-measured alcohol spectrum was used in the grey 

model.. Still it is interesting to study the possibility of estimating the alcohol spectrum 

withh the grey model in equation 70. This is done for two reasons: First, to see whether 

thee proposed grey model has curve resolution capabilities for a component at low 

concentration.. Second, it is an extra check on the validity of imposing a laboratory 

scalee spectrum on the model parameters. 

Thee model is applied to Xtotai with non-negativity constraints on Ct„ tai and two 

columnss of B restricted. The first column of B is restricted to equal the di-isocyanate 

spectrumm and the third column of B is restricted to equal the end mixture spectrum. 

Thee second column of B corresponds to the alcohol spectrum, which wil l be 

estimatedd by the model. 

Thee alcohol spectrum obtained with curve resolution and the measured 

alcoholl  spectrum is given in Figure 75. 
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Fromm the sensitivity analysis it 

iss known that a peak in the 

rangee of 1560 nm — 1650 nm, 

dominatess the measured 

alcoholl profile. Figure 75, 

showss that the dominant 

rangee of the spectrum is 

slightlyy shifted compared to 

diee measured alcohol 

spectrum.. Furthermore, 

spectrall differences are 

observedd in the range of 1480 

nmm — 1540 nm: this range has 

aa large contribution of NH. 

Otherr spectral differences are 

observedd in the range of 1840 

nmm —1930 nm and this range 

correspondss to NCO. Since the spectral differences arc mainly observed in the 

temperaturee sensitive ranges, it suggests that the shift and differences are caused by 

thee temperature gradient present in the system. The obtained concentration profiles, 

however,, are reasonable which was shown in the robustness analysis. 

.. 'Sssss | 

l\ l\ 

Figuree 75 
TheThe alcohol spectrum estimated by curve resolution and the 

laboratorylaboratory measured alcohol spectrum. 

5.3.88 QUALITATIVE MONITORING PERFORMANCE 
Inn the following it is discussed how the grey model of equation 70 performs in 

detectingg and studying the batch-to-batch consistency. A grey model is constructed on 

X/o/a// with the laboratory- scale spectrum of the alcohol imposed, because this would 

resemblee the case in practice when scale invariant constraints are imposed. The 

relativee concentration profiles (C) found by the grey model are compared with the 

techniquess as discussed previously. The comparison focuses on two issues. First, the 

performancee of detecting an inconsistent batch and secondly, the diagnostic 

possibilitiess of the techniques used are discussed. For illustration, three batch runs are 

selectedd to show die performance of the different techniques. The first batch, Batch 1, 

iss a normal batch run obtained under normal operation conditions. For the second 

batch,, Batch 2, it is prior from DCS data known that a manual intervention occurred 
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inn the dosing system of the alcohol. The third batch, Batch 3, has a large spike in the 

spectrall  response, which was caused by an instrumental error (cooling failure). 

«evee «ogïri tractirtg 

di-isocyanatc:: 1920 nm [-]]  Batch i 
[[  ] Batch 2 
[--]Batch3 3 

alcoholl  : 1428 nm 
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Figuree 76 
(öjj  Wavelength tracking, the NCO channel at wavelength 1920 nm vs. time. 
(b)(b) The OH channel at wavelength 1428 nm vs. time. 
(c)(c) The NH channel at wavelength 1498 nm vs. time. 

Thee first technique is wavelength tracking. Three wavelengths are selected to monitor 

thethe three batches. The di-isocyanate is monitored at a wavelength of 1920 nm, the 

alcoholl  at 1428 nm and the product at 1498 nm. The results of wavelength tracking 

aree given in Figure 76. The top graph represents the di-isocyanate, the middle graph 

representss the alcohol and the bottom graph represents the product. The profiles of 

Batchh 1 give the trend, which the profiles of Batch 2 and Batch 3 should follow. Batch 

2,, which has a manual intervention in the dosing of the alcohol, starts to show a 

distinctt profile from Batch 1 at Time = 37 in the middle graph. A similar conclusion 

cann be drawn for the bottom graph, although not so clear as for the middle graph. 

Thiss is different for Batch 3 where a clear disturbance is observed in the product 

profilee at Time = 79. 
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Thee graphs in Figure 76 present a general trend of the process. There might 

bee expected that prior to the start of the reaction a contribution of the di-isocyanate is 

present,, since this is the only compound present in the system. From Figure 76, it is 

clearr that this is not die case. This is due to the nature of the used spectroscopy. 

Theree is not a selective region for the di-isocynate, alcohol or the product. Moreover, 

intuitivelyy wrong signals are observed for the product. The signal is decreasing after 

thee start of reaction where an increasing signal is expected. Furthermore, the tracking 

signall is not very stable since it is hard to find a selective region in the NIR spectra. 

Moreover,, the compounds monitored are sensitive to temperature changes, which can 

alsoo affect the tracking signal. 

Thee second technique is the Change chart. The three batches are given in 

Figuree 77. In Figure 77 can be seen that there is no clear distinction between the three 

batchess except for Batch 3, where the magnitude of the upset in the spectral response 

iss large. The change around Time = 37 goes unnoticed in this graph. This implies that 

thee Change chart is only suited for monitoring if large disturbances occur. 

Furthermore,, this chart has a lack of generating pure chemical compound information 

duringg process monitoring. 

DQQ ID .11 3D « 5D m 7D SO * J 100 

Figuree 77 
TheThe Change chart. The ACi value vs. time. 

Thee third technique is the Range chart. The results are given in Figure 78. Due to the 

naturee of the technique, emphasis is placed on differences between spectra. From 
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Figuree 78 it becomes clear that Batch 2 starts to show a small distinction in the 

trackingg signal compared to Batch 1 and Batch 3 around Time = 19. In case of doubt, 

itt is clear that Batch 2 is deviating from Batch 1 and Batch 3 at Time = 37. With 

respectt to Batch 3, it is easy to see that die batch behaves similar to Batch 1 until the 

upsett around Time = 79. Although this chart performs well for detecting deviations, it 

has,, similar to the Change chart a lack of generating pure chemical compound 

information.. Because, from this chart it is not clear what the cause of deviation in 

Batchh 2 is. 

Figuree 78 
TheThe Range chart. The RQ value vs. time. 

Techniquee four is the black box model. A three component model is built to model 

thee process. The PCA scores are monitored as a function of time and given in Figure 

79.. With respect to Batch 2, in the bottom graph of Figure 79, there is a clear 

deviationn in the score profile compared to Batch 1 and Batch 3. The deviation starts 

aroundd Time = 18, representing the manual intervention during the batch run. For 

Batchh 3, the manual intervention at Time = 79 is well observed in the top graph of 

Figuree 9. Furthermore, small deviations are observed in the middle and bottom graph 

att Time = 79. The process can well be monitored using the model scores. However, 

thee scores are a linear combination of the model loadings P. This means that it is not 

possiblee to make a distinction between the score profiles and assign the score profiles 

too a specific chemical compound. Hence, again diagnostics are severely hampered. 
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Figuree 79 
TheThe scores vs. time. The top graph represents the scores of the first PC vs. time.The middle graph 
representsrepresents the scores of the second'PC vs. time. The bottom graph represents the third PC vs. time. 

Thee last technique used is the grey model. The results for the grey model are given in 

Figuree 80. The top graph in Figure 80 represents the behaviour of the di-isocyanate. 

Thee middle graph represents the alcohol behaviour and the product formation is 

givenn in the bottom graph. 

Figuree 80 
TheThe grey model concentration profiles vs. time. The top graph presents the di-isocynate profile vs. 
time.time. The middle graph presents the alcohol profile vs. time. The bottom graph presents the 
productproduct profile vs. time. 
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Fromm Figure 80, monitoring Batch 2, it is shown that the dosing of the alcohol is 

differentt compared to Batch 1 and Batch 3. In die middle graph, the alcohol profile 

showss an excess of alcohol combined with a slower formation of the product. This 

impliess that the reaction is performing slower compared to Batch 1 and Batch 3. Since 

thee reaction did not proceed as fast, a manual intervention took place and the alcohol 

floww was shutdown. Around Time = 28, die process seems to speed up which is 

reflectedd in the formation of the product and the di-isocyanate profile (Time = 32). 

A tt Time = 38 all alcohol has reacted and die process stagnates. The remainder of the 

alcoholl  is added at Time = 46 and the process continues until all di-isocyante has 

reacted. . 

Withh respect to Batch 3, it is shown that the batch is operated similar to 

Batchh 1 until an upset occurs at Time = 79. Moreover, it is shown that the observed 

upsett has no influence on the product concentration (Time > 80) implying that the 

processs is operated according to specifications. 

Thee qualitative performance of the five techniques studied is summarised in Table 10. 

Tablee 10 

detection n 
diagnosis s 

modell  simplicity 

wavelength h 
tracking g 

-+ + 
-+ + 
++ + 

Change e 
chart t 

+ + 

Range e 
chart t 

+ + 

PCA A 

++ + 

greyy model 

++ + 
++ + 

QualitativeQualitative performance of monitoring the batch-to-batch consistency. 

Consideringg die criteria of Table 10, the Change chart is not recommended for 

monitoringg and detecting an inconsistent batch. The Change chart is found to have a 

poorr performance in detection and a bad performance in diagnosis. Table 10 shows 

thatt it is possible to detect a process upset using wavelength tracking, furthermore, the 

simplicityy of the approach could be seen as an advantage. In this study, it is not 

recommendedd to use wavelength tracking since there is not a clear selective region for 

thee individual compounds. Moreover, temperature effects have an influence on the 

trackingg signal. 

Thee Range chart, PCA and the grey model are found to be excellent in 

detectionn and are suited for monitoring and detecting inconsistent batches. However, 

thee Range chart and PCA do not perform well for fault diagnosis. 
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Thee grey model gets an excellent mark for diagnosis. The advantage of the 

greyy model of being able to have a direct physical-chemical interpretation of the 

process,, makes it favourable to use the grey model for detection and diagnosis of 

batch-to-batchh consistency. A disadvantage of the grey model could be the complexity 

off the model. 

5.3.99 CONCLUSION 
AA detailed description is given of how a grey model is constructed to model an 

industriall process of which NIR spectroscopic measurements are available. The 

stabilityy of the obtained profiles are studied by a robustness analysis were it is shown 

thatt the obtained results are stable. Furthermore, it is shown how the grey model can 

bee used for extracting unknown compound spectra. Then the grey model is compared 

withh four different techniques (wavelength tracking, Range chart, Change chart and 

PCA)) to monitor the batch-to-batch consistency using NIR spectroscopy in a case 

study.. The grey model gives a clear and direct insight in physical chemical phenomena 

off the process, which is an advantage, compared to other techniques. Therefore, it is 

recommendedd to use the grey model to monitor and study batch-to-batch consistency. 

Thee next step in subsequent research is a more quantitative comparison of the 18 

batchess with the focus on statistical limits useful for process monitoring. 
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5.44 Statistical batch process monitoring 

usingg grey models* 

5.4.11 SUMMARY 

AA complete strategy for monitoring industrial batches processes using grey models is 

presentedd including fault detection and fault diagnosis tools. Grey models is a novel 

conceptt in batch process modelling and monitoring. A grey model is a hybrid model 

in-betweenn hard (white) process models and soft (black) models combining the 

advantagess of both approaches. The principles of grey models are explained and it is 

shownn how these models can be constructed. For this purpose an industrial batch 

processs is available which is spectroscopically monitored. It is explained how the 

spectroscopicc measurements are combined with prior process knowledge. To show 

thee versatility of the strategy, two types of grey models are constructed and used for 

statisticall  batch process monitoring. The two models are compared and validated for 

bothh on-line monitoring and post-batch analysis. For the latter, the batch consistency 

numberr (BCN) is introduced in order to have a fast and simple post-batch analysis. 

Thee results show how these models help to detect and diagnose process upsets. The 

usee of grey models for batch process monitoring results in a fast detection of process 

upsetss and a good fault diagnosis. 

5.4.22 INTRODUCTION 
Batchh processes are a significant part of today's production in the food and (bio-) 

chemicall  industries. Batch processes arc recipe driven and produce low volume and 

highh value products. Because of control actions and for safety reasons, it is common 

too earn,' out process measurements such as temperature, pressure or flow 

measurements.. A disadvantage of these process measurements is that they do not give 

directt insight in the process chemistry. To have chemical insight during the batch run, 

spectroscopicc measurements can be performed (J. Workman, Jr. et al. [69], S.P. 

Gurdenn et al. [90], E.N.M. Van Sprang et al. [106], J.A. Westerhuis et al. [46]). For a 

quickk detection of process upsets or unusual process behaviour it is common to use 

*ÜLi ïï '"•' K.X.M, ran Sprang H-J. Ramaker, D. Wienke, J.A. W'esterbuis and A.K. S milde. Statistical batch process monitoring 
i<singi<sing grey models, submitted. 
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thee process measurements for monitoring purposes. In the nineties P. Nomikos & J.F. 

MacGregorr [6] introduced the concept of multivariate statistical monitoring of batch 

processes.. Since the introduction of the method, many extensions and applications 

havee been reported in the literature (S. Rannar et al. [31], S. Wold et al. [53], R. Boqué 

&& A.K. Smilde [40], E.B. Martin et al. [27], DJ . Louwerse & A.K. Smilde [38]). 

Inn principle, batch process monitoring is divided into three phases according 

too the I.T.A.- trajectory The Initial  phase, the Training phase and the Application phase. 

Thee Initial  phase consists of collecting a set of historical batch runs, which are 

monitoredd on-line and operated under normal operating conditions (NOC). 

Inn the Training phase, suspicious batch-runs or batch-runs which are not 

consideredd to be obtained under normal operating conditions (NOC) are removed 

fromm the historical data set. When a representative historical data set of NOC batches 

iss obtained, a model is built to model the common cause variation. Wirfi the obtained 

processs model, test statistics are computed and statistical confidence limits are derived 

too construct control charts. In the Application phase a new batch is monitored by 

meanss of control charts derived in the Training phase. 

AA batch process can either be monitored on-line or post-batch. With on-line 

monitoring,, the aim is to have a fast detection of process upsets. Then, if an alarm is 

givenn in the control charts, the model is used to locate and diagnose the cause of the 

alarm.. In post-batch analysis, the aim is to study the general behaviour of batch runs 

andd obtain an insight in the differences and similarities between batches. 

Theree are a variety of possible models to capture the process behaviour e.g. 

Principall Component Analysis (PCA), Multivariate Linear Regression (MLR) or 

Projectionn to Latent structures (PLS). Such models are known as empirical or black 

boxx models. These models fit the data properly, but cannot be generalised to different 

situationss and do not always generate a good process insight. Another type of models 

aree white models, which are models based on first principles and do provide process 

insight.. However, white models do not fit the process data that well, and are not able 

too explain batch-to-batch differences. 

AA combination of the previous black box and white models arc grey (hybrid) 

models.. Grey models try to combine the advantages of the black box and white 

models.. That is, a good model interpretation and a good data fit. A grey model is 
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constructedd by including known external information as white knowledge, e.g. 

fundamentall  knowledge of the process at laboratory- scale or trajectories of process 

variables,, into a black model. The grey model fits the process data using die external 

informationn as constraints on the model parameters. In diis manner fundamental 

knowledgee and empirical models are combined. A more detailed discussion of grey 

modelss can be found in S.P. Gurden et al. [90]. The concept of combining white 

informationn with black models has been reported in several publications (E.N.M. Van 

Sprangg et al. [60], S. Bijlsma et al. [66], A. de Juan et al. [107]). The grey concept 

implicitl yy divides the data into a part consisting of variation due to known causes 

(whitee part) and into a part consisting of systematic variation due to unknown causes 

(blackk part). This makes the model very suited to search for unknown phenomena in 

thee data (H.-J. Ramaker et al. [71]). Other examples are the estimation of kinetic 

constantss using spectroscopic process data and the knowledge of reaction kinetics or 

improvingg curve resolution models by combining hard kinetic models with soft 

modelss (S. Bijlsma et al. [66], A. dejuan et al. [107]). 

Inn the following, two types of grey models are presented and validated for 

batchh process monitoring. The models are validated for both on-line monitoring and 

post-batchh analysis. The first type is a grey Tuckerl model and the second type is a 

greyy Tucker3 model. The grey Tuckerl model is a relative simple model and can 

directlyy be used for on-line batch monitoring. If the grey Tuckerl model is used in 

post-batchh analysis a rearrangement of the data is needed. The second type is a grey 

Tucker33 model. This model is more complex compared to the grey Tuckerl model 

andd cannot be used direcdy for on-line batch process monitoring. However, this 

modell  is directly applicable for post-batch analysis. 

Moreover,, the models are used to capture the process behaviour and to 

derivee control charts for process monitoring. The performance of the models is 

validatedd for on-line detection and diagnosis and also for post-batch analysis. For this 

purpose,, the batch consistency number (BCN) is introduced as a simple analysis to 

studyy the differences and similarities between batches. 

Thee outline of this article is as follows: After the Introduction, the concepts 

andd construction of grey models is discussed together with the derivation of the 

monitoringg statistics in the Theory section. Next, in the Experimental section, the 
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structuree of the process data is discussed and the construction of grey models is 

explained.. Furthermore, it is shown how die models are used for statistical batch 

processs monitoring. After that, the results are presented and discussed in the section 

Resultss and Discussion. Finally, conclusions will be given. 

5.4.33 THEORY 

5.4.3.11 Notat ion 

Scalarss are written as lowercase italics (x) and vectors as lowercase bold characters (x). 

Uppercasee bold characters (X) represent matrices and three-way arrays are given as 

underlinedd uppercase bold characters (X). The symbol T refers to the transpose. 

5.4.3.22 Structur e of the data 

AA single batch run which is monitored on-line at K intervals is represented by a matrix 

X(KxJ)X(KxJ) with J the number of process variables. In case of a series of multiple batch 

runs,, the individual batch runs can be stacked on top of each other and form the 

three-wayy array XQxJxK) with / the number of batch runs. 

5.4.3.33 Black models 

Theree are two sensible directions to matrici2e a three-way (H.A.L. Kiers [49]). The 

firstfirst direction is in the batch direction, that is, the three-way array will be matricized in 

aa matrix X/X /K. The second direction is in the process variable direction, this will result 

inn a matrix XKI X J- The matricizing direction will have an influence on the 

interpretationn of the model parameters as will become clear in the following. Both 

matricess can be modelled using a Tuckerl model Assume the three-way array is 

matricizedd in the process variable direction a single element in XKIXJ is modelled by 

r= l l 

orr in matrix notation, 

X Ö X , = C B T + EE ( 72 ) 
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wheree matrix C (KI x R) consists of time related profiles, matrix B (ƒ x R) consists of 

informationn regarding the correlation between the process variables and matrix E is 

thee residual matrix. If the three-way array is matricized in the batch direction a single 

elementt in X/ x KJ is modelled by 
K K 

orr in matrix notation, 

X / v / , = A PTT + E ( 74 ) 

wheree matrix A (7 x R) describes the differences between the batches matrix P (JK x 

R)) consists of information regarding the systematic variation and correlation between 

thee process variables and matrix E is the residual matrix. As shown, the matricizing 

directionn determines the content of the model parameters and therefore also its 

interpretation. . 

Thee second option is to model the three-way array with a Tucker3 model. 

Thee Tucker3 model decomposes the three-way array X into the matrices A, B, C and 

G.. A single element in the three-way array is given by 

PP O K 

X^-=XXXVV*-V +VV ( 75 ) 
p=\p=\ *=1 r=l 

orr in matrix notation, 

X K / ,, = A G ( C ® B ) T + E ( 76 ) 

wheree matrix A(I x P) captures the systematic differences between tbe batches. Matrix 

GG (P x QK) consists of the interaction parameters between the three reduced 

components.. Matrix C (K x R) consists of time related profiles and matrix B (J x Q) 

consistt of information concerning the correlation between the process variables. 

Thee relation between the Tucker3 and the Tuckerl model is explained in the 

following.. A Tucker3 model tries to compress the data in each of the three directions 
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(IxJ(IxJ xK) into a reduced number of latent variables P, Q, R. P is the number of latent 

variabless in the batch direction (7), Q is the number of latent variables in the process 

variablee direction (ƒ) and R is the number of latent variables in the time direction (K). 

Itt is also possible to compress only two directions and then the model becomes 

X ;^=AG(I®B) T+EE ( 77 ) 

withh G (P x 0K) and I ( g x Q) the identity matrix. This is called a Tucker2 model 

(P.M.. Kroonenberg [115]). Of course, it is also possible to compress only in one 

directionn and the model becomes: 

X , , , = A GG + E ( 78 ) 

withh A (7 x P) and G(P x JK). Comparing equation 78 to equation 71 it can be seen 

thatt both models are identical. Both models model the matricized three-way array 

withh a bilinear model. The model in equation 71 is called a Tucker 1 model. In fact, a 

Tuckerll model with the proper restrictions is equal to a Tucker3 model. 

Inn short, both models are well able to describe the variation in the data. The 

differencee between the two models is that the Tucker3 model is able to reduce the 

dataa with a different number of latent variables in each of the three directions (batch, 

variable,, time). Interactions between the three reduced directions are given in the core 

arrayy G. In contrast, the Tuckerl model only reduces the data in one direction. 

Sincee batch processes are recipe driven, it is assumed that the batches are very 

similar.. However, in practice, batches will have slightly different run lengths, which 

aree reflected in a different number (K,) of sampled spectra. There are several ways of 

synchronizingg the batches. Batches can be synchronised using maturity variables (A.A. 

Tatess et al. [2]), interpolation (R. Boqué & A.K. Smilde [40]) or dynamic time warping 

(DTW)) (A. Kassidas et al. [35]). In this study the differences in batch run length are 

dealtt with using a DTW algorithm, which is adapted to handle spectroscopic data (H.-

J.. Ramaker et al. [108]). For simplicity, the synchronization is done in a post-batch 

mannerr although it is also possible to apply this technique on-line. More suggestions 

cann be found in T. Kourti [18], 
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5.4.3.44 Grey models 

Greyy models are hybrid models. That is, a part of the model consists of known 

systematicc variation and is combined with an unknown empirical part. The known or 

"white""  part of the model is constrained to reflect available external process 

informationn such as process kinetics. The empirical or "black" part of the model is 

unconstrainedd and fits further systematic variation that is not explained by the white 

part.. Together, the white and black parts form the grey model. 

Unsystematicc variation in the data is not modelled and forms the residuals. 

Thee model parameters are calculated simultaneously with the aim to maximize the 

totall  amount of variation explained in the data. The separation between the white and 

blackk part of the model makes it possible to isolate the unknown sources of 

systematicc variation and to study the cause of this unknown variation. 

5.4.3.4.15.4.3.4.1 Creating grey models 

Thee black models are made grey by estimating the models in a single least squares 

optimisationn with multiple constraints applied according to prior external process 

informationn ("white" knowledge). First, a general discussion is given of the Tuckerl 

modell  in equation 71. In Figure 81, assume Near Infrared (NIR) process spectra in 

matrixx X. Matrix X is decomposed in the matrices Cw, Bw, Q,, Bb and the residual 

matrixx E. Information related to time and concentration profiles are represented in 

thee matrices Cw and Cb and spectral information is captured in the matrices Bw and 

Bb.. The first step in creating a grey model is collecting the available white knowledge. 

Havingg NIR process spectra the following white information can be thought of: The 

spectrall  response is a linear sum of the contribution of the individual compounds 

accordingg to the Lambert-Beer law. 

Sometimess the reaction kinetics are known and can be imposed on matrix Cw. 

I ff  the reaction kinetics are not known, it is possible to impose physical sensible 

restrictionss such as non-negativity or unimodality on the profiles in C since 

concentrationss can never be negative. If pure compound spectra are available they can 

bee imposed on matrix Bw. If there are no pure compound spectra available, 

restrictionss can be imposed such as non-negativity. 

Thee model implicitly imposes the Lambert-Beer law if a Tuckerl model is 

usedd since this model assumes linear addition of the individual components and no 

interaction.. After imposing all white information on the model, additional unrestricted 
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componentss can be added to the model to capture unknown systematic variation in 

thee data. 

Total l 
variation n 
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SPECTRA A 
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AA similar reasoning 

holdss for the Tucker3 

model.. The NIR 

processs spectra are 

storedd in the three-way 

arrayy X as shown in 

Figuree 82. The model 

decomposess the three-

wayy array X into a 

whitee part and a black 

part.. The white part is 

definedd by the matrices 

Aw,, Bw, Cw and Gw, which consist of prior process information. With the Tucker3 

model,, the Lambert-Beer law is incorporated by restricting elements in the core array 

Gww to equal zero (S.P. Gurden et al. [90]). If available, pure compound spectra are 

imposedd on matrix Bw and process kinetics on matrix Cw. Just as in die grey Tuckerl 

model,, adding new components to die model will define die black part. The black 

partt of the model is defined by the matrices Ab, Bb, Cb, Gb. Note diat the scores Au 

aree not white but black since there are no assumptions made about A or restrictions 

placedd on A. 

Blackk part 

Figuree 81 
SchematicSchematic view of a Grey Tuckerl model. 
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Figuree 82 
SchematicSchematic view of a Grey Tucker3 model. 
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5.4.3.55 Batch process monitorin g 

Inn spite of the close relationship between the two models, they are substantially 

different.. Both models have a different principle of modelling. The grey Tuckerl 

modell  is a model with the aim of modelling a time interval X^ (I x K) and the grey 

Tucker33 model is a three-way model with the aim to model the entire three-way array 

XX  (I x J x K). Therefore, both models generate a different test statistic as wil l become 

clearr in the following. Furthermore, the test statistic of the grey Tuckerl model has a 

directt physical interpretation e.g. the concentration behaviour whereas the test statistic 

off  the grey Tucker3 model does not have a direct physical interpretation. 

5.4.3.5.15.4.3.5.1 On-line monitoring of a new batch using the grey Tuckerl model 

Forr on-line monitoring with a grey Tuckerl model, the local observation vector \k (J 

xx 1) is used. A new batch is monitored by projecting the local observation vector x^ 

onn B according to equation 79. 

c,, = *; TB(BTB) ) (( 79 ) 

However,, the unconstrained solution may result in negative values, which is not 

wantedd since Ck are relative concentrations and can never be negative. Therefore, the 

neww batch is monitored by regressing the observation x^ onto B using non-negativity 

constraintss (R. Bro & S. De Jong [89]) just as in modelling the historical batches in the 

trainingss phase according to 

minn xl - Be J , w i t h c >0 ( 80 1 

C-- II  * *  il \ ' 

Thee local residuals are computed by 

e ; = X ; - B c ,, ( 81 ) 

Thee obtained estimates C k and the local residuals ê  wil l be used as test statistics for 

processs monitoring. 
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5.4.3.5.25.4.3.5.2 On-line monitoring of a new batch using the grey TuckerJ model 

Monitoringg a new batch using the grey Tucker3 model is more complicated than 

batchh process monitoring using a Tuckerl model. Consider the Tucker3 model with 

VV = ( G ( C < S > B ) T ) T ( 82 ) 

AA new batch is monitored by projecting the observations x (JK x 1) onto the model V 

QKxP). QKxP). 

a...... = 
r v(vTv)~ ~ (( 83 ) 

Ass can be seen, the monitoring procedure requires an observation vector x (JKx 1) of 

fulll length JK This is not available in on-line monitoring since at time k only the 

observationss are known until k. Therefore, assumptions have to be made about the 

futuree unknown observations (k+1) to K For this purpose the method of current 

deviationss is used (P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6]). That is, it is assumed that the 

batchh remains at the same level (current deviation) for the remainder of the batch run. 

Thee residuals are computed according to 

e,=x,-Va,„„  ( 84 ) 

5.4-3.66 Statistics 

Thee statistical confidence limits are derived using a leave one out principle (D.J. 

Louwersee & A.K. Smilde [38]). In this approach, every batch is left out from the 

populationn and treated as if it was a new batch. The remaining batches are used to 

buildd a model. The left out batch is projected onto the model and the obtained scores 

andd residuals are stored for deriving the confidence limits of the control charts. 

5.4.3.6J5.4.3.6J D-statistic and SPE-statistic 

Thee two multivariate statistics are the D-statistic and the SPE-statistic (P. Nomikos & 

J.F.. MacGregor [20]). The D-statistic monitors deviations within the model relative to 

thee center point and the i"P£-statistic monitors deviations from the model. The 

statisticall limits for the D and SPE statistics are derived from the NOC data. The I 
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batchess from the NOC data are monitored resulting in I values of the D and SPE at 

eachh time interval. Statistical distributions for these test statistics are derived and used 

too compute control limits. 

D-statistic D-statistic 

Thee Hotelling T2 statistic is called the D-statistic when a reduced space with R 

componentss is used instead of x^ with ]  or JK variables. In case of the grey Tuckerl 

model,, the D-statistic is given by 

^^(c^-^ j 's- ' fc^- tJ^f^-FCRJ-R )) ( 85 ) 

wheree c„ tw,k (Rxl) are the estimates of the relative concentrations of the new batch at 

timee interval k and Ĉ  (Rxl) contains the means of the columns of matrix C^ (TxR) 

whichh are the estimated relative concentrations of the NOC data. The matrix 

SSkk (RxR) is the variance-covariance matrix of C&. D*. follows an F distribution with 

(R,, I-K) degrees of freedom. In case of the grey Tucker3 model, the D-statistic is given 

by y 

DDkk=(K^-^)^{K^-^)^^-P(P,I-P)=(K^-^)^{K^-^)^^-P(P,I-P) ( 86 ) 

wheree A„ ew,k (Pxl) are die scores of the new batch at time interval k and Hk (Pxl) 

containss the means of the columns of the score matrix A^ (IxP). Sk (PxP) is the 

variance-covariancee matrix of A*., which consists of the scores obtained from the 

N OCC data. 

SquaredSquared Prediction Error (SPE) 

Forr both models, the SPEk statistic is computed by 

SSppE*E* =y=yL<%~&ZÏL<%~&ZÏ  ( 87 ) 
7=1 1 
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wheree e}k is the prediction error of the process variabley at time interval k. The control 

limitss for the SPE are obtained by fitting a weighted ^-distribution to the reference 

distributionn obtained from the NOC data at each time point. In equation 87, 

parameterr b represents the degrees of freedom and parameter g represents the weight 

too account for the magnitude of SPEk. These two parameters can be estimated in 

differentt ways (P. Nomikos & J.F. MacGregor [6]). 

Inn this study the estimation is done according to J.E. Jackson & G.S. 

Mudholkarr [24], whereby g and h are functions of the eigenvalues of the residual 

variancee covariance matrix at each time interval k. 

5.4.3,6.25.4.3,6.2 Univariate statistics 

Thee individual test statistics ak,T and Ck,r can be monitored using univariate control 

charts.. The upper and lower control limits for the Tuckerl model are computed by 

U^*-kU^*-k ~ Ckj + t(l-\,a/2)1i 
I I 

\ l / 2 2 

andd .LCL ,= —— Ck,r ^ ( / -1 ,« /2)?A r 

1/2 2 

(( 88 ) 

wheree Tk T is the mean computed from matrix C^ and qk is the corresponding 

standardd deviation computed from C^. The / is the Student / value with 7-1 degrees of 

freedomm with a (X significance level and / the number of historical batches. The 

controll limits for the Tucker3 model are derived in a similar way according to 

UCLUCLkk=a=aA,rA,r+t+t n-l,a/2)n-l,a/2)S S 

LCLLCL  k akf / ( /_ ia /2)
s

J f e 

1+ + n n 
1/2 2 

and d 

Nl/2 2 (( 89 ) 

11 + -n n 
wheree ak r is the mean computed from matrix A^ and Sk is the corresponding variance 

computedd from A^. 

5.4.3.77 Monitorin g levels 

Too simplify the operation of statistical process monitoring in terms of detection and 

diagnostics,, different monitoring levels are defined. The first level is die process or 

batchh level. This includes monitoring the process using multivariate statistics such as 
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thee D-statistic and the XPE-statistic. Then, if an out of control signal is given in the 

controll  charts, a second monitoring level is used. That is, the process variables or 

componentss are studied individually using contribution plots (P. Miller et al. [16], J.A. 

Westerhuiss et al. [17]) and univariate statistics to identify and locate the cause of the 

outt of control signal. 

5.4.3-88 Post-batch process monitorin g 

Thee aim of post-batch monitoring is to find similarities and differences between 

batches.. For this purpose, both models can be used. The batches are monitored in a 

similarr way as with on-line monitoring. For the grey Tucker3 model an observation 

vectorr x (JK x 1) is available. This vector is projected onto the model and from the 

obtainedd scores and residuals D- and ^-statistics are computed. The derivation of the 

D-statisticc is identical to the on-line situation and is computed according to 

D ^ ( a - a ) S1 ( a - a ) ^ ; _ P
i

) ~ - F ( P , / - P)) ( 9 0 ) 

wheree a (P x 1) is the score vector found for the observation vector and S (P x P) is 

thee variance covariance matrix of A (I x P). D, follows an F-distribution with (P, LP) 

degreess of freedom. The residual statistic is computed by means of the Q-statistic (P. 

Nomikoss & J.F. MacGregor [20]) given by 

J* J* 

.&&  = X ' i ~ Ĉ*  ( 91 ) 
jk-\ jk-\ 

wheree ejk is the residual at interval jk and Q, follows a weighted chi-square 

distributionn with b degrees of freedom. 

Post-batchh monitoring using the grey Tuckerl model is more complex since 

thee data has to be rearranged prior to analysis. The test statistics are based on the local 

observationn vector X^ (J x 1) and reflect the behaviour of the process at time interval 

k.k. Thus, each batch generates a vector ck (K. x 1) and a vector ê  (ƒ x 1) for each time 

interval.. The generated vectors are stored in the matrices CMai (I x RK) and E w (/ x 

JK)JK) respectively. By constructing a PGA model on the matrix C/oto/, a post-batch 
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analysiss is performed. This is analogue to the "top level" proposed by S. Wold et al. 

[54].. Once a PC A model is built, die statistics are similar to the statistics as described 

forr the grey Tucker3 model. As a result two residual matrices have to be analysed. 

Thatt is, the constructed matrix EMa/ (I x JK) and the residual matrix from die PCA 

model. . 

5.4.3.99 Batch consistency number 

Ass stated previously, performing a post-batch analysis with grey models results in 

multiplee control charts. For the grey Tuckerl model, one D-chart for the scores and 

twoo jg-charts since there are two residual matrices to be studied. The grey Tucker3 

modell is studied with a D-chart and a jg-chart. It is much more convenient to have 

singlee index summarising the behaviour of a batch since it is not very easy to express 

thee behaviour of a single batch run with the approach described above. For this 

purpose,, the batch consistency number (BCN) is introduced. The BCN is a single 

indexx defined according to the ideas of A. Raich & A. Cinar [109] which were further 

elaboratedd by H.H. Yue & S.J. Qin [110]. The idea of die BCN is to combine both test 

statisticss into a single index summarising the behaviour of a batch. A derivation of the 

BCNBCN is given in Appendix D. 

Forr the greyTucker3 model the BCN is computed according to 

BCNBCN = x1ex~gxl ( 92 ) 

wheree x (JK x 1) is the observation vector used in the grey Tucker3 model and 

oo V(vVr's-'(V TV)-V ,{I-R)  | (I-V) T (I-V ) ( 93 ) 

F(/,/-R)) R(/2- I ) al 

wheree V =V( VTVJ V T and I is the identity matrix. The BCN follows a weighted 

chi-squaree distribution with h degrees of freedom (H.H. Yue & S.J. Qin [110]). 

Computingg the batch consistency number for the grey Tuckerl model is done 

inn a slightly different manner since this model has a local observation vector. The 

BCNBCN is found by computing first the local batch consistency numbers (BCNk) for 
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eachh time interval. After that, the local batch consistency numbers are summarised 

andd divided by the number of time intervals. The local BCNk is computed according 

to o 

BCNBCNkk=x=xkk
TT®x®xkk~g~gXXll ( 94 ) 

wheree x^ (J x 1) is the local observation vector and 

e _ B ( B T B ) - ' s - ' ( B T B ) - VV f ( , - R ) | (1-B)T(I-B) ^ 

F(I,1-R)F(I,1-R) R ( ' 2 - l ) iXl 

wheree B = B ( B T B J B T . From the expression in equation 95, it follows that the 

observationn vector is regressed on matrix B in an ordinary least squares manner. 

However,, this regression does not take into account the imposed non-negativity 

restrictions.. This is done with an extra regression step as described previously. 

Therefore,, x^B^B BJ is replaced with c^. The same reasoning holds for the 

regressionn of the observation vector onto (I —BJ. This regression step is now 

replacedd by the residuals e .̂ Therefore, the local BCNk is computed for every interval 

kk according to 

„„ rNrN _ W e l 'V-P)). *Te , % , 
B G V ' -F ( / ,7 -R) )P^ - , )+^FF ( ) 

afterr that, the BCN is found by 

BCNBCN = ̂ iLBCN*~gX' ( 97 ) 

5.4.44 EXPERIMENTAL 

5.4.4.11 Process descr ipt ion 

Thee process of making a urethane resin is a multi-stage feD-batch process. In this 

study,, only the first stage is of interest. The main reaction in the first stage is given by: 
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OCN-Rt-NCOOCN-Rt-NCO + HO-Rz —^> OCN-R,-NH-CO-O-F^ 

wheree a di-isocyanate reacts with an alcohol to a urethane resin with an extra NCO-

groupp for further OH addition in subsequent steps. 

Thee operation of this first stage is divided into three steps. The first step, 

afterr cleaning and purging of the reactor with N2, is filling the reactor with a di-

isocyanate.. In the second step a second reactant (alcohol) is added drop-wise and the 

reactionn starts. The third step is the part of the process where all the di-isocyanate has 

reactedd and reaction mixture is kept at a constant temperature. This process is 

operatedd according a predefined change in temperature. All reactants are added in 

preciselyy known stoichiometric ratios. Furthermore, it is known that a side reaction 

occurs.. The alcohol reacts with the urethane to an undesired side product coupling to 

thee second NCO group of the di-isocyanate. 

5.4.4.22 Instrumentatio n 

Thee full-scale process spectra are obtained using an in-line FOSS NIR SYSTEMS 

65000 spectrometer with a 2 nm resolution and a transflection probe with a 2 x 2 mm 

pathh length in the range of 1100 nm to 2500 nm. The laboratory-scale compound 

spectraa are obtained using a Perkin-Elmer FT-NIR 9x-III spectrometer with a 2 nm 

resolutionn and a 2 mm path length in the range of 1200 nm to 2500 nm. 

5.4.4.33 Data pre-treatment 

Thee collected spectra have a baseline offset, which is removed by the use of second 

derivativee spectra estimated using a Savitzky-Golay filter (A. Savitzky & M.J.E. Golay 

[103]).. A visual inspection showed that the best results were obtained using a window 

off 21 channels and a second-order polynomial. There are 18 batches available (I = 18) 

forr this study. It is known that 4 of the available batch runs are not operated under 

thee defined normal operating conditions and are therefore excluded from the model. 

Thee remaining 14 batches are used for modelling and validation. For every batch run i 

(// = 1 ... I), the selected J wavelengths are stacked in a three-way array X ( J x ] x X ) . 

5.4.4.44 Band assignment and band selection 

Fromm the literature (E.W. Crandall & N.J. Ashvin [111]) it is known that the di-

isocyanatee (NCO ~ 1920 nm), the alcohol (OH ~ 1398 nm - 1421 nm) and the 
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productt (NH —1485 nm — 1503 nm) are spectroscopically active in the near infrared 

rangee (1100 nm — 2500 nm). Furthermore, it is known that the monitored reaction is 

exothermall  and that a predefined temperature gradient exists. The functional groups 

presentt in the compounds are shape sensitive for temperature changes. This is not 

desiredd since the pure compound spectra are considered as time invariant factors. 

Therefore,, a selection of spectral bands is made in such a way that the bands are not 

tooo much affected by temperature changes and consist of sufficient chemical process 

information.. The selected range is validated by laboratory experiments. That is, pure 

compoundd spectra of di-isocyanate and alcohol were measured at different 

temperatures.. Based on the observed changes in the measured spectra, a wavelength 

selectionn was made compromising between temperature effects and chemical 

compoundd information (E.N.M. Van Sprang et al. [60]). 

Thee upper graph in Figure 

833 shows the spectra 

obtainedd during a single 

batchh run. In the lower 

graphh Figure 83, the 

secondd derivative spectra 

andd the selected 

wavelengthh range is given. 

Thee circles highlight the 

wavelengthh ranges 

correspondingg to the 

Figuree 83 functional groups (NCO, 

ObtainedObtained spectra for a single batch run.The raw spectra are given OH, CH and NH) present 
inin the upper graph. Second derivative spectra of the selected in the system. 

wavelengthwavelength channels are given in the lower graph. 

5.4.4.55 Mean Centering 

Too study the differences between batches it is common to column center the process 

dataa across the batch mode in the situation where the three-way array is modelled 

usingg a Tucker3 model. This operation removes the common variation in the batches 

andd the remainder of the data consists of the differences between the batches around 

aa zero mean. 
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Too understand the effect of the centering operation, the data is assumed to 

havee systematic variation present in all the batches and unsystematic variation specific 

forr each batch. The systematic variation is process specific with linear differences 

betweenn the batches. The unsystematic variation is caused by non-linear deviations 

andd experimental error and therefore, typically batch specific. If the data consists of 

onlyy systematic variation such as well behaved spectra according to the Lambert-Beer 

law,, there is no difference between the model loadings B and C obtained from 

centeredd process data and model loadings obtained from non-centered process data 

(Appendixx D). 

However,, process data usually consists of additional unsystematic variation. If 

afterr centering the systematic variation is relatively small compared to the 

unsystematicc variation such as non-linear behaviour, this will cause estimation 

problemss of the model loadings. Therefore, in this study, the models are constructed 

usingg non-centered data. 

5.4.55 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.4.5.11 Construction of the models 

Thee model parameters are estimated using restricted alternating least squares based on 

priorr knowledge of the polyurethane process. The following is known of the urethane 

process:: The law of Lambert-Beer holds, that is, linear addition and no interaction 

betweenn the individual compounds is allowed. Furthermore, there are estimations of 

thee pure compound spectra available from a previous study (E.N.M. Van Sprang et al. 

[60]).. Also, it is known that the concentration can never be negative; therefore, non-

negativityy constraints are imposed on the concentration profiles. An overview of the 

priorr knowledge is summarised in Table 11. Furthermore, it is pointed out where this 

knowledgee is incorporated in the models. 

TableTable 11 

Priorr  knowledge 

Lambert-Beerr law 

Puree compound spectrum 

Non.negativity y 

Tuckerr  1 

Implicit t 

B B 

C C 

Tuckerr  3 

G G 

B B 

C C 

PriorPrior  information available of the polyurethane process. 
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Inn the grey Tuckerl model, the model implicitly gives the Lambert-beer law. The pure 

compoundd spectra are imposed as restrictions on the columns of B and non-

negativityy constraints are imposed on the profiles of C. In the grey Tucker3 model, 

restrictingg relevant elements of the core array G to equal zero according to imposes 

thee Lambert-beer law (G = [gU] 0 0 0 gn2 0 0 0 £133]) . The pure 

compoundd spectra are incorporated in matrix B and non-negativity constraints are 

imposedd on C. 

AA priori, the number of black components is unknown. Therefore, a series of 

modelss was constructed starring with the simplest model consisting of white 

knowledgee only. Each successive model had an additional black component. Next, the 

magnitudee of the root mean square error (RMSE) of experimental variation was used 

ass a reference to make a decision about the number of black components. The RMSE 

off  experimental variation was estimated with spectra obtained from the period prior 

too the addition of the alcohol because in this period there is only di-isocyanate present 

inn the reactor. From the magnitude of the RMSE of both white models it was 

concludedd that additional black components do not consist of any significant 

systematicc variation and therefore, are not included in the models. The first model in 

thiss study is a grey Tuckerl model with three components (R = 3). The second model 

iss a grey Tucker3 model with P, J 2, R = [1 3 3]. 

5.4.5.22 On-lin e monitorin g 

Thee monitoring performance of both models is validated. From prior analysis, it is 

knownn that four batches of the historical data set are operated in a different manner. 

Onlyy two of the four faulty batches are used for testing the models and control charts 

sincee there are only two distinct types of faults. The remaining two batches have a 

similarr type of fault and are therefore not used for testing. Furthermore, one normal 

batchh is selected as a reference and is excluded from the model. This results in three 

batchess for performance testing: batchl, batch 2 and batch 3 and thirteen batches for 

modellingg the NOC behaviour. Batch I is a normal batch operated under NOC. 

Batchh 2 has a clear different dosing profile of the alcohol and batch 3 had a manual 

dosingg of the alcohol instead of the normal automatic dosing which results in slightly 

differentt compound profiles. 
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5.4.5.2.15.4.5.2.1 First monitoring level with the grey Tuckerl model 

Thee three batches are monitored using the D and SPE-chart. Both charts are 

presentedd with 99% confidence limits in Figure 84.The upper graph in Figure 84 

correspondss to the normalised SPE-chart. That is, the JPE-statistic is normalised for 

thee 99% confidence limit. There, it is shown that not one of the monitored batches 

crossess the confidence limit. This implies that there is no significant breaking of the 

correlationn between the channels and the batches behave within the model plane. 

Deviationss in the model plane are observed in the D-chart. In the D-chart, the lower 

graphh of Figure 84, the differences between the batches become apparent. Batch 1 

behavess as expected and no alarm is observed. For batch 2 there is a clear out of 

controll signal observed starting at Time = 7. This excessive signal in the D-chart 

indicatess that there is a significant change in the model plane. The batch continues to 

bee out of control until Time = 35 where it operates below the confidence limits until 

thee batch crosses the limits again at Time = 44. The operation of batch 3 shows 

multiplee crossings of the confidence limits. The first major crossing at Time = 31 to 

333 and the second at Time = 40 to 50 implying there are two events during the 

process. . 

Figuree 84 
MonitoringMonitoring level 1 for a grey Tuckerl model. Monitoring batch 1, batch 2 and batch 3. 
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Becausee of the nature of the grey Tuckerl model, the concentration behaviour of the 

threee chemical compounds in the reactor is captured by the Z?-chart. Deviations and 

disturbancess such as contaminations are likely to be captured in the SPE-chart. This 

however,, wil l of course only occur if the disturbances are spectroscopically active. 

5.4.5.2.25.4.5.2.2 First monitoring level with the grey TuckerJ model 

Thee same batches are monitored using the grey Tucker3 model. The normalised SPE-

chartt and D-chart with 99 % confidence limits are given in Figure 85. The SPE-chart 

showss that none of the batches crosses the confidence limit , implying that there are 

noo significant breakings of the correlation. In the D-chart is shown that the normal 

batchh behaves as expected. Batch 2 gives a clear out of control signal at Time = 8 and 

stayss above the confidence limits during the entire batch run. Observing the 

behaviourr of batch 3, it can be seen that this batch touches the confidence limi t 

aroundd Time = 13 to 28. This implies that this batch operates on the borders of 

specifiedd normal conditions. For the remainder of the run the batch behaves within 

thee specified control limit . 
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Figuree 85 
MonitoringMonitoring level 1 for a grey Tucker3 model. Monitoring batch 1, batch 2 and batch 3 
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Inn general, both models are detecting die same deviations although die time of 

observationn may differ. Furthermore, the grey Tucker 1 model is more sensitive in 

detectingg deviations. This can be explained by the nature of the models. 

Thee grey Tucker3 model is a global model where the behaviour of a batch is captured 

byy modelling the autocorrelation and cross-correlation between the process variables 

withh the matrices G, B, C. Linear differences from die auto and cross correlation are 

capturedd by the scores in matrix A. Unsystematic variation and non-linear differences 

aree captured by the residuals E. 

Itt is shown that if a process is monitored with a global model, the process 

historyy is taken into account up to time k and will lead to graduate changes if an event 

occurs. . 

Withh the grey Tucker 1 model it is easy to understand that mis model will only 

takee into account the correlation between the process variables and not the auto and 

crosss correlation over time. However, the auto and cross correlations of die process 

aree implicidy captured by the control limits. Here, it is shown that this model is well 

ablee to detect deviations in the process. In this specific situation, a semi-batch process 

monitoredd by means of NIR spectra. The nature of the process data is defined in such 

aa way that the autocorrelation is captured by the concentration profiles and the model 

capturess the correlation between the spectra. In principle there is no need for taking 

intoo account die entire process history since this is implicitly captured by the current 

measurement.. Concluding, for on-line monitoring there is no need for the more 

complexx grey Tucker3 model. 

5.4.5.2.35.4.5.2.3 Second monitoring level grey Tuckerl 

Itt is clear from die control charts diat batch 2 is not operating under NOC conditions 

andd that batch 3 is operating on the border of the specified confidence limits. In the 

secondd monitoring level the aim is to diagnose the cause of the observed deviations in 

thee control charts. First, the grey Tuckerl model will be discussed. 

Withh the grey Tuckerl model it is possible to study the behaviour of the 

individuall chemical compounds using univariate control charts. The behaviour of the 

individuall compounds for batch 2 is given in Figure 86 with 95 % and 99 % 

confidencee limits. The upper graph corresponds to the di-isocyanate, the middle graph 

correspondss to the alcohol and the lower graph corresponds to the product. For the 
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alcoholl  profile, it is obvious that its behaviour is different from normal conditions and 

iss assigned as the cause for the out of control signal in the D-chart. The observed 

profiless suggest that there is no alcohol present in the reactor. However, the reaction 

takess place implying there is a reactant added to the system. Since it is known that 

theree are no out of control signals observed in the SPE-chart, it is assumed that the 

addedd alcohol is similar to normal conditions. Furthermore, it is known that the NIR 

probee is situated in the lower part of the reactor. Since the alcohol is added drop wise 

inn the top of the reactor, it is well possible that the alcohol has reacted before it can 

reachh the NIR probe. This implies that either the reaction kinetics are faster than 

usuall  or a lower amount of alcohol is added to the system. 

Figuree 86 
TheThe second monitoring level using a grey Tuckerl model for batch process monitoring. 

MonitoringMonitoring batch 2. 

Thee compound profiles for batch 3 are given in Figure 87. Looking at the di-

isocyanatee profiles and the product profiles it seems that the reaction behaves 

accordingg to normal operating conditions. Having a closer look at the profiles, the 
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differencess become apparent. At the start of the reaction the process behaves as 

expectedd until Time = 1 0 where die alcohol concentration is higher than expected. It 

seemss that die reaction is inhibited. After Time = 20, it seems that the reaction is 

acceleratingg until there is no alcohol present in the reactor. This is marked as an out of 

controll signal in the D-chart at Time = 30. Next, die alcohol is increasing which is 

expressedd as a signal in the D-chart at Time = 40. 

Timee [a.u.| 

TheThe second monitoring 
Figuree 87 

usingusing a grey Tuckerl model for batch process monitoring. 
MonitoringMonitoring hatch 3. 

5.4.5.2.45.4.5.2.4 Second monitoring level grey Tucker3 

Inn case of die grey Tucker3 model it is not straightforward to compute die individual 

componentt profiles. However, in diis study it is possible to compute the individual 

contributionn of the chemical compound to the D-statistic because there are no 

interactionss between the chemical compounds allowed. The derivation of die 

individuall contributions is given in Appendix C. 
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Figuree 88 
ContributionContribution plots for a grey Tucker3 model. Monitoring batch 2. 

a)a) di-isocyanate b) alchol c) product. 

Thee individual contributions of the three components (di-isocyanate, alcohol and 

product)) for batch 2 are given in Figure 88 a, b, and c respectively. It is easy to see 

thatt from Time = 9 the alcohol has the largest contribution to the D-statistic and 

therefore,, the alcohol can be assigned as the main cause for the out of control signal 

inn the D-chart. For batch 3, the individual contribution of the di-isocyanate, alcohol 

andd product are given in Figure 88 a, b and c. It is known that it behaves on the 

borderr of the specified confidence limits. For this batch, the individual contributions 

doo not give a clear indication which compound has the largest contribution to the D-

statistic.. In general, the contributions of the grey Tucker3 model are less clear 

comparedd to the compound profiles found with the grey Tuckerl model. An 

advantagee of the grey Tuckerl model is the direct interpretation of chemistry in the 

reactorr whereas the grey Tucker3 model only gives an indication which component is 

deviating. . 
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Figuree 89 
ContributionContribution plots for a grey Tucker3 model. Monitoring batch 3. 

a)a) di-isocyanate b) alchol c) product. 

5.4.5.33 Results for  the BCN 

Thee BCN is computed (as described in Section 5.4.3.9) for all batches and presented 

withh a 95-percentile limit. That is, the value below of which 95 percent of the 

referencee BCN will fall. The BCN is computed in a leave-one-out manner similar to 

thee derivation of the control charts. The results for the BCN obtained with a grey 

Tuckerll model are given in Figure 90. Numbers 15 to 17 in Figure 90 are the indices 

off the three monitored batches. The results found for the post-batch analysis of the 

threee monitored batches correspond with the results found for the on-line situation 

sincee it can be expected that if a batch is out of control with on-line monitoring, this 

batchh is also out of control with the post-batch analysis. 
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NOCC 1 2 3 
Figuree 90 

BCNBCN for a grey Tucker 1 model. 

NOCC 1 2 3 

Figuree 91 
BCNBCN for a grey Tucker3 model. 

Thee BCN of the normal batch (number 15) is of such a magnitude that it falls within 

thee magnitude of the NOC batches. For batch 2 (number 16) a large BCN is 

observed,, indicating that this batch is not operated in a consistent manner. For batch 

threee (number 17) it is known that it behaves on the border of normal operating 

conditionss and the BCN shows that the batch behaved in a consistent manner 

comparedd to the NOC batches. Furthermore, two NOC batches (number 2 and 

numberr 4) have a relative large BCN. Both batches are considered as NOC batches 

accordingg to the operators log. An individual inspection learned that these batches 

hadd a deviating dosing profile of the alcohol compared to the average alcohol profile. 

Thee results for the grey Tucker3 model are given in Figure 91. In this figure, 

thee numbers 15 to 17 are the indices of the three monitored batches. As can be seen, 

thee BCN of the normal batch hes in the same order of magnitude as the NOC 

batches.. Batch 2 (number 16) has a large BCN indicating that batch 2 is not operated 

underr NOC. The magnitude for batch 3 (number 17) lies at the same level as most of 

thee NOC batches indicating that the overall consistency is within NOC variation. It is 

interestingg to observe that compared to the previous figure, the batch at number 4 has 

relativelyy large BCN and the batch at number 2 hes within NOC variation. Since both 

modelss are different by nature there is not a clear explanation for this behaviour. 
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5.4.66 CONCLUSIONS 
AA strategy is presented to monitor batch process with grey models. To this extent, the 

batchh process monitoring performance of a grey Tuckerl model and a grey Tucker3 

modell are studied using an industrial case study. Bom models are used to capture the 

N O CC behaviour of the process of interest and to derive statistical control charts in 

orderr to detect deviations from NOC and to diagnose the cause of these deviations. 

Thee differences between the two models are summarised in Table 11. 

Thee grey Tuckerl model has unique model parameters because of the enforced 

restrictions.. The grey Tuckerl model has a better fit compared to the grey Tucker3 

model,, which is also reflected in the sensitivity of detecting deviations from normal 

operatingg conditions. The strong part of the grey Tuckerl model is its on-line 

monitoringg capability, especially in assigning causes of abnormal behaviour once an 

on-linee control charts detects a fault. This is due to an easy interpretation of its model 

parameterss in terms of within-batch variation. The grey Tuckerl model is relatively 

poorr in post-batch monitoring and judging batch-to-batch consistency. 

Thee grey Tucker3 model has also unique model parameters because of the 

enforcedd restrictions. However, diis model is much more rigid compared to the grey 

Tuckerll model which is reflected in the poorer model fit. The use of a grey Tucker3 

modell for post-batch analysis is straightforward. A BCN can be defined and 

interpreted.. The model parameters have an easy interpretation in terms of between-

batchh variation. This makes the grey Tucker3 model very useful for post-batch 

monitoringg and analysis. The grey Tucker3 model has a relatively poor performance in 

on-linee monitoring, especially in terms of diagnosing faults. 

Summarizing,, a grey Tuckerl model is more suited for on-line monitoring and a 

greyy Tucker3 model for post-batch monitoring. The grey Tuckerl model focuses 

moree on within-batch variation whereas the grey Tucker3 model focuses more on 

between-batchh variation. The models are, therefore, complementary. 
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